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phibbs' claim refuted
by jeff katz and
malcolm turner
The TRAIL has learned that a document alledgedly exists contradicting
President Philip Phibbs' statement of "unanimous support" from the Faculty
Advancement Committee in the Pierce Johnson tenure case.
Informed sources say that a rough draft of the Faculty Advancement
committee's written recommendation to Dean Tom Davis exists, which states
that "upon reconsideration" of Religion Professor Pierce Johnson's tenure, the
committee voted "unanimously" to grant him tenure.
In a public statement, and in an interview, University President Philip
Phibbs said he had the "unanimous support" of the Faculty Advancement
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Committee in his denial of tenure to Johnson, whose case was brought before
the committee in December, 1975, and again in February of this year.

A student finds a compromise between the recreational spring weather and the upcoming year-end exams.

The President refused comment on the alledged document, referring all
questions to the Faculty Advancement Committee due to the confidential
nature of the case. All tenure decisions and deliberations, according to both
Phibbs and the committee, are confidential.

able employees put to pasture

The committee menbers are Professors Bur Baisinger, Ronald Fields,
Robert Hostetter, John Lantz and Bruce Rodgers.
When asked about the document, committee members refused comment,
and refused to deny or comfirm its existence or possible content.

by kathy thurin
Recently the Board of Trustees

request had been refused until the
article appeared in the TRAIL."

voted to stringently enforce

Dunn said he has to work to

really sure."
Clarice Rogers planned to work
until she was 71; she has already

mandatory retirement at the age of

supplement his Social Security. He

In a meeting with a TRAIL reporter this week tne committee reaffirmed its

65. As a result, eight of nine

could also collect unemployment for

Her co-workers say she does an

position of confidentiality and refused any comment on the President's

University employees over 65, whose

awhile, but he said he would much

excellent technical job of cataloguing

statements or the document's content. They did say that the final

supervisors requested they be

rather work than get $80.00 a week

and typing in the library. "It's a job

recommendation was carried to Dean Tom Davis "verbally."

retained, have been terminated.

for doing nothing.

that takes a long time to learn," they

worked "a few years beyond 65."

However, a memo from the committee to all faculty, dated February 5,

The general feeling is that the one

He has enjoyed working at UPS

states that decisions on tenure are sent to Dean Davis in "a letter indicating

exception indicates a very unfair

because of the people he works with,

Rogers said, "I would have liked

... recommendation, and the reasons for it " The letter of

action by the UPS administration.

the students, and because "I know

to have worked longer, but I don't

recommendation is then "given to the Dean ... who forwards it to the

One employee insisted, "What if she

what I'm doing and also what needs

feel any injustice has been done in

President. '

were to die tomorrow, would the

to be done." He hopes to work at

requiring my retirement now. I don't

entire University collapse? Nobody is

UPS part-time next year, which is

have any ill-feelings at all toward the

indispensible. If they are going to

allowed as long as he earns less than

university." She has worked in the

have a rule they should follow it for

what he receives from Social

technical services department of the

everybody."

Security. Dunn has been dedicated to

library for seven years.

They later issued a statement to the TRAIL saying that any differences in
tenure recommendation between the committee and the President are subject
to "an open discussion ... to clarify the views of all and ... make sure all
relevant matters were considered."
The committee also said that President Phibbs "almost always" concurs '
favorably with the committee's tenure decisions, and they expressed "full and
unqualified support" of Phibbs in acting "fairly, responsibly and with
integrity" in the tenure process.

MADAM, I'M TAKING A PoLL FOR THE
FAULTEx suRVEY INSTITUTE AND I'D
LIKE TO KNON WHOM, AssumiN6
HUMPHREY's NON-CANDIDACY uNCAMFAIGN
DOESN'T BURN OUT, AND FIGURING SCOOP
TACKSON TO Br A LAM-DUCK DRDPoUr/
ACTIVE CAM-PAIGNER, AND EXPECTING
MO UDALL To 13E A LIBERAL IN THE
LoSER's MOLD OF McGoVRN AND GENE
McCARTHYC WHO INPLL ASSUME Is A
ORGOTTEN CANDIDATE) WHO HAS evEN
GIVEN ARTIFICIAL si-A -r-vs As SPDSMAN
OF THE >0LiT1cALLK wEAK LEPT WING,
AND sUP-'0SING THAT JERRY BRovVN is
A RUNNING HORSE' FOR A-NY NON- CANDINTE
IN 14 "STOP CARTIR. '" ROLE, AND
FIGURING FRANK CHURCH TO E SIMPLY
A PRE-CANDIDATE FOR -11-1 lq20
CAMPAIGN, AND CALCULATING WALLACE'
TO CANCL HIMSELF our WITH His
GREAsY SOUTHERN IMAGE CcikcA i c/So'S).
AND ASSUMING GARTO DoesN a r scREW
UP HIS RuN-AWA-Y CAMPA16N BY STATING HI5
pos !TONS, AND CA-LCULAT/NG FORD 'ID
BEAT OUT RE,AGAN BY FORFP1T WHEN
IT Is DISCOVER ED THAT REAGAN HAD
CONFUSED PANAMA TO BE LAN Amg- RicAN STATE
SOME WHERE SOUTH OF' AKizoNA,
WILL YOU VOTE Pr* IN NOV5ME3gR,
BARKING A STUNNING UPsEr NOmiNATIoN
FOR ELLEN McCOIRMICK ?

Of the eight, three were available

UPS for a long time and he "just
doesn't feel like leaving."

and consented to interviews.

She said she will come back next
year to work part-time since she was

Jack Dunn works for the plant

Harold Eaton has worked as a

asked. Rogers explained that if it

department as the Housing Foreman.

carpenter at UPS for 18 years. He

weren't for her deceased husband's

He claims he is "not ready to retire. I

said he didn't want to retire; he

Social Security benefits, she would

took this job 18 years ago withthe

wanted to stay on at the university to

be forced to continue working full

idea that I could work here as long as

"keep people shook up."

time some place.

I was able. I fully expected to

He enjoys his work here and his

"Nobody is indispensible,"

continue working next year; I already

co-workers seem to appreciate his

commented one UPS employee in
reference to the eight dedicated

have worked a year past my 65th

pleasant humor and his "first-rate

birthday and my supervisor (Housing

ability as a cabinet-maker." When

individuals. And many at UPS

Director Lloyd Matsunarni) said as

asked what he planned to do next

wonder how the loyalty and

long as my work was satisfactory, he

year, he said, "As little as possible. I

experience of these terminated

would continue to request that I be

may wind up in Germany in August

employees will be replaced.

allowed to stay on. I didn't know his

or I might work part-time. I'm not

high in the bar...

inside
A salesman on campus offering high-paying summer
jobs was really only selling a rip-off.
Story, page 2.

Once again, UPS school of Law commanded above
average results on the State Bar examination. Of the 62
legal hopefuls who took the exam last February, 91.1%
passed. Eighteen graduates retook the Bar with an 88.8%
success. The average for the three state law schools, UPS,
University of Washington and Gonzaga, was 80%.
The UPS school made history after only three years of

Unconfirmed reports indicate that 38% of the eligible
OT students failed their competency exams.
Story, page 3.
The university curriculum will undergo a complete
overhaul next year. Some professors are optimistic,
some pessimistic, others don't care.
Story, page 5.

existence, as one of the first law schools in the nation to
be accredited by the American Bar Association (ABA) and
the American Association of Law Schools (AALS). One

Denounced and lauded, the ATierican Bicentennial
is examined.
Stories, page 10.

year later, 91% of the 46-member once again received
special notice since the average state percentage was 60%.
University graduates who have taken out-of-state bars

Depression is a growing problem for UPS students
faculty and staff.
Story, page 12.

have also had above average results. Following the first
two graduating classes the out-of-state average was about
80%.
Despite the glowing statistics, many students and
faculty members are concerned about the future of the
law school.
With 813 students and 18 faculty members, the
student-faculty ration of 45-1 is one of the highest in the
country. The AALS ratio averages 25 to 1 and the
University of Washington figure is about 10 to 1.

UPS students elect unknown candidate as president in a recent poll.
Resluts, page 8.

insisted.

Located in Benaroya Business Park, the UPS facility

continued on page 19

The university changed dramatically from the boring
50's to the radical 60's. Last in a series on TRAIL
history.
Story, page 13.
A well-dressed man with a wallet containing children's
pictures gets hauled off to the de-tox center.
Story, page 15.
Are the new cheerleaders representative of the
student body? There is doubt.
Colleen the Shots, page 17.
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ups advisor attacks

Hui-o-Hawaii members exhibit
outfits they will wear during the
annual Spring Luau, tomorrow at 4
pm. The event, one of the Parent
Weekend activities, will feature a
program of songs and dancing and
the traditional luau meal of roast pig.
Ticket prices for the meal are $3.50
for adults, $3.00 for children 12 and
under. The Fieldhouse show,
featuring songs and dances in the
style of native Hawaiian races, will
begin at 8 pm. Ticket prices for the
show are $3.00 per person.
Combination ticket prices, available
at the Bookstore, are $6.00 for adults
and $5.00 for children.

`ripoff' corporation
by mark lyon and
anna hibbard
"It's really a tiny bush league sales thing," commented
George Mills, UPS academic advisor and career counselor
in reference to the Southwestern summer job presentation
given on campus last Thursday.
Mills said he was concerned about the honestyof the
book distributing company and students' reception of the
"high pressure" presentation. Students weren't clearly
told it was a commission job and the representative used
deception to obtain clearance for his presentation at UPS,
he explained.

ups to buy new computer?

"I did not sanction his company on campus," said the
advisory counselor, "but he went to various offices in the
university saying, George Mills said 1 could do this."

by kathy thurin
Is UPS ever going to get a new computer? The rumors
have been flying for months, years ...
If you have worked with the present computer in the
basement of Jones Hall you should be aware of the need
for a bigger, more efficient system. If not, ask anyone
who has taken a computer science class from Professor
Jerry Kerrick; they know the frustrations of having their
programs either rejected because of a simple error, or
eaten up due to the limited size of core memory.
The rumors concerning a new computer can all be
traced to Kerrick. Three years ago, when he first came to
UPS, he met with Paul Alwine, the Director of Computer
services. They tested the present system and found it to
be unsuitable for academic use.
The UPS computer (a Univac 9300) was originally
acquired seven years ago to solve administrative problems.
At that time the potential importance and tremendous
increase in the demand for academic computing were not

employees, Gary Crowell, Bill Sparks, and Wayne Wenzel.
Their findings were tabulated and presented to the
Trustees in November, 1975 along with a

"Summer jobs, $839.50 month available for students

recommendation that it was essential to do something

who are Ii) hard workers, (2) independent and (3) able to

about UPS's computer needs now.

relocate for the summer."

The Trustees gave their approval to send out an FRP

The company sends representatives to various colleges

(a Formal Request for Proposals) inviting various

to recruit students as door-to-door salesmen for one of

computer venders to submit their bids for the ideal UPS

the four lines of company cooks (one line includes $60

computer system based on a price/performance criteria.

Bibles).

Six manufacturers responded to the FR F.
A team consisting of Kerrick, Alwine, and Craig

$900 a month started promptly at 3 pm with the entrance

McClanahan, UPS Systems Programmer, began a series of

of a young man who introduced himself as Pat Costello,

benchmarks on the proposed systems. Benchmarks are

representing a subsidiary of the Times Mirror Company.

The explanation of just how a student might earn

extensive tests which attempt to determine the

In his hour presentation, Costello, who described

capabilities of a specific system. It is an exhaustive

himself as a 20-year old University of Washington student,

procedure in which the testers tried to simulate the UPS

explained that he represented the Southwestern

environment and computer demands during a few hours

Company.

of computer time. They used student programs,
administrative problems and research projects.

The particular book offered this time was a $60
compilation of all the subjects a child is supposed to

The results were revealing; for example: the game of

anticipated.

Bright eye-catching signs were posted throughout the
university:

encounter in 12 years of public school.

life, which is a typical program written by students in

In order to earn the amoung advertised, one would

steadily increasing, so the system has reached its

Computer science 155, took five hours to run on the UPS

have to sell two books a day, six days a week, for twelve

saturation point. It is not capable of satisfactorily

system and averaged only five minutes on the more

weeks. If salesmen fail to meet the hourly requirements or

handling both administrative problems (registration,

sophisticated systems. A research problem to find the

fail to make 30 "visits" a day, then they are paid on a

financial, and student records) and academic programs.

solution to a system of differential equations encountered

commission basis only.

The computer needs of the University have been

When this was realized, the first alternative considered
was getting an additional terminal connected to one of

by Professor Frank Danes ran for 12 hours on the Univac,
but took only 10 minutes during the benchmarks.

Costello started his obviously "canned" speech by
asking several students what they wanted out of a summer

the big time- sharing systems nearby, such as at

Students using the computer at UPS usually have to

Washington State University. The contract on the Univac

wait 24 hours before a simple program can even be

the general responses. These were the selling points

does not expire until 1979 and, it was thought, that with

checked for errors; on a time-sharing system this is done

emphasized.

the additional terminal, UPS would keep the Univac, and

in a matter of seconds and numerous people can run

be tied to WSU's computer, buying for computer time

programs simultaneously.

During the course of the presentation, several people
became impatient to know exactly what the job was.

The final decision on which computer the University

according to how much it was used.

job. Money, career experience, and personal growth were

When Costello asked them to be patient, several left.

The plan was very expensive. University Dean Tom

purchases must be made with the absolute certainty

Costello explained he was only looking for those students

Davis noted that for the cost of the terminal plus what

because it represents a large investment of approximately

who were hard workers, willing to relocate, and were

the University already spends on the Univac, we could get

$250,000.

willing to spend 45 minutes listening to what he had to

our own time- sharing system. With that, the costs would

The decision is pending on what Kerrick deemed

not get more expensive depending on the amount the

"sensitive negotiations" between a Trustees committee

computer was used.
President Philip Phibbs and Davis have listened to and

supported Kerrick in his campaign for a new computer. In
the fall of 1973 Kerrick instigated an unofficial volunteer
committee to demonstrate faculty interest in acquiring an
adequate system. Fifteen out of 24 departments sent

When the audience heard that it would take 45

including Davis and Phibbs and the Univac corporation.

minutes to get to the point, over half left. At the end of

They are negotiating the release from the present
computer contract which is not due to expire until 1979.

the presentation Costello's audience had shrunk from over
fifty to less than ten.

Kerrick has great confidence in the negotiating team and

Students are designated selling districts 300-500 miles

is "very hopeful the problem will be resolved by next

from home. They are encouraged to use public

fall."

transportation and taught, at a training session, "how to

He commented, "the computer wil continue to play

representatives to the committee.

say.

Davis put Assistant Dean Frank Peterson in charge of a

an increasingly important role in academics, and will

computer feasability study. The Board of Trustees was

probably be considered in future accreditation decisions.

asked to help with this study, which resulted in the

A good computer is as important to this University as an

additional aid of three Weyerhaeuser corporation

adequate library."

locate a room with a private family" to live with for the
summer.

continued on page 19

PETE'S BIG 6 FOREIGN AUTO REPAIR
*Tune-up Now For

Thanks for a Great Year

*Major Repairs on All
Foreign Makes

We'd be Proud to Serve

4

You in the Next.

*Credit Cards Accepted
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752-3768
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toppers back athletic program
by howard bowman

athletic scholarship budget".

In lieu of a change in the awarding of scholarships at

Toppers already pays the salary of a part-time

UPS, Toppers, an organization which supports university

correspondence secretary for the Athletic Departments

athletics has been formed. All three levels of membership,

office. The organization has access to university alumnus

"regular", "lumberjack" and "highlimber" work closely

files which is used for "prospect canvassing" he added.

with the teams and athletic department.

According to Langlow, Toppers are the most active

"Our primary goal is to give moral support to the
teams," said Toppers President Kenny Longlow.

during football season because of general interest. The
groups's official purpose

"We feel a major way to do this is to financially help
athletes who might not otherwise

is:

"Active team support,

assistance in qualified student recruitment, summer jobs
for athletes, and fund raising."

Langlow, Tacoma Certified Public

Fund raising is accomplished in large part through

Accountant, expressed his athletic interest springing from

solicitation. Langlow is not allowed to release the budget,

his UPS college days-in his words "the best years of life".

or the amount each member has contributed. "The

par ticipate."

The supporters club was founded in 1965 by Langlow,
Athletic Director Doug McArthur, and several other
"interested parties".

membership scale-Topper, Lumberjack, etc-is based 11.E
upon individual contribution", he commented.
The future of Toppers, explained the CPA, is based on ,JB

"We started out with a very loose membership

"The Stuckey plan, - drawn up by University Financial

policy", Langlow commented. One of Topper's goals is a

Vice President Stuckey. The plan focusses on a $50,000

tight membership on the $10 membership fee, category.
"Toppers is composed of approximately

150

"We feel that because of the current monetary crunch fa.

members", explained the president, "these come from

on athletic scholarships, the club will be relied on more

every walk of life: bankers, businessmen, professionals,

and more to support the sports themselves," Langlow

truck drivers."

asserted. The plan also includes plans to form a small

The organization, he stated, meets as a whole two or

powerful fundraising committee, re-assesment and

three times a year, usually during the fall. The 15-man

re-evaluation of existing membership, canvassing UPS

board of directors theoretically meets every week, on

alumns, and soliciting members through The Toppers

Tuesdays.

also plan to give greater recognition to monetary support,

'We also have several annual social fifth quarters, a

and as Langlow stated "advocate the tax-exempt status of

members' party, a golf tournament," said Langlow. He

contributions." The revised Toppers he emphasized, will

stressed that no officer is paid.

work even closer with the university, sharing funds with

Toppers work closely with the university atheletic
department, with Doug McArthur serving as the major
contact, the club member stated.
"We feel that we are an integral part of the UPS
athletics program, - Langlow said, "and our

8

annual goal.

both Athletic and Public Relations Departments (funds
are distributed under NCAA regulations).

Karl Ohls, newly elected TRAIL editor for the '76 - '77 school year, deposes
Anna Hibbard from the editorial throne. Robert Reppas (top right), has
been reelected K UPS station manager and John Wong (lower right) will
serve as next year's CROSSCURRENTS editor.

of reputation questioned
by steve mclellan
An unconfirmed report that

38%

of the UPS Occupational Therapy

students at UPS failed to pass their competency exam last January, has

"Very soon, the Toppers are going to be needed to

resulted in re-evaluation of the program. While the exact figures were not

keep smaller sports from going under," said Langlow. To

available to the TRAIL, a University Student-Faculty committee has recently
formed to investigate the situation and calm the alarm

the organization the

$50,000

goal is only a beginning.

contributions should comprise a substantial part of the

O.T. professor Steve Morelan said a committee has been set up to examine
the situation and find out what went wrong, "is it the test, is it the criterion?"
He said this was the first year that the test was given in its new form at UPS.
The nationwide failure rate was also higher than usual, he said. In the O.T.
department last week Watson Wade, an Occupational Therapy instructor was
relieved of his duties at a departmental faculty meeting. On Friday, he was
reinstated with certain restrictions.
Wade said, "I'm not exactly sure why they did it (relieved him of duties)."
The restrictions state that Wade can teach in any class that deals with his area
of expertise. When he reaches an area he is not familiar with, another
instructor must be present, indicated Wade.
When asked about the current reputation of the O.T. department Wade
said he felt the department is "not as good as its cracked up to be." He said
the department needed strengthening to bring the program up to a level
worthy of its reputation.

ATTENTION: JUNE GRADS
Ever thL -ynt of becoming a Peace Corps Volunteer? No question, wort.,,,
overseas for 2 years in the Peat. j Corps ig lot different than working in th/
United States.
Even though Peace Corps assignments mean long hours, low pay, and
certain amount of frustration, there are rewards for special people. Like working and living in a developing country. Learning a new language and culture.
But most of all, helping people where there's work to be done.

Joyce Ward, O.T. department director, was out of town on a accreditation
trip and not available for comment.

bland blend builds blood-prof finds fountain of youth?
by janet

dodge

Jeff Bland, UPS Chemistry professor, may have discovered the long sought
fountain of youth-lettuce and wheat germ, to be more accurate, Vitamin E.
As a result of a three year study, Bland (who takes 500 I.U. of Vitamin E

Apparently, these rewards are enough to attract many Americans. 65,000
since 1961. And 68 countries in Africa, Asia, Latin America, and the Pacific
continue to ask for the services of Peace Corps Volunteers.
Currently, the Peace Corps has volunteer opportunities in a wide variety of
skills and disciplines. These include architecture, forestry, business, accounting nursing, fisheries, secondary education, math, general science,
engineer.ng , home economics, urban planning, the physical sciences,
french, and many other areas. Some openings require an advanced degree
plus experience.
The deadline for applying for programs that begin this Summer Is right
around the corner. A Peace Corps representative can give you complete information on the exact nature of each opening and the requirements. An interview is all it takes.

daily,) believes that supplements of the lettuce vitamin can retard aging.
Although there is no absolute proof, he said there is a good indication that
heavy doses of the vitamin can strengthen red cell membranes and slow down
the cell budding process, which causes aging.
Published in the March issue of Let's Live
appear in future issues of

magazine, his findings will also
Journal of
and the

Prevention Magazine

chemical Education.
"Perhaps, no more dramtic
example of the powerful effects of
Vitamin E on the integrity of the cell
membrane has been produced than
by Dr. Bland," insists

Let's Live

writer James F. Scheer.
The UPS professor explained that
originally he was interested in the

If you think you're qualified and are prepared to find your own special experience and reward in the Peace Corps, come and talk to us.

Peace
Cor

SPECIALJOBS
III FOR SPECIAL PEOPLE.

INTERVIEWS MAY 17 -18
PLACEMENT SERVICES
ROOM 225, COLLINS LIBRARY

effects of aging and Vitamin D.
However, assisted by Bruce Craney,
he set out three years ago to prove
that the protective affect of Vitamin
E on red blood cells would inhibit
formation of cholesterol
hyplroperoxide.

Dr. Jeff Bland

Bland and student assistants Bill Canfield, Jim Vincent, Gail Johnson,

I om

Kennedy and Brad Brown used student volunteers to test the theory.
Producing rapidly aged blood cells by exposing them to light, they found cells
budded due to membrane weaknesses. The Chemistry instructor is currently
studying the effects of radioactive cholesterol incorporated into membranes
by convert ing cholestrol into an oxidation product.
"We're not through yet," stated the chemist enthusiastically, "there is
plenty more to do in this area. We're just at the tip of the iceberg.-
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bauer new associate dean
by torn matson
VVolfred "Shady" Bauer has been appointed as the new
Associate Dean, replacing Darrell Reeck, who will resume

said. "The President has been under attack, mostly unfair.

full time teaching.

In

Bauer will head the Ad Hoc Curriculm Committee and

involved than just teaching. Every professor has a

He will also be in Charge of the Winterim, honors,

following among students, and I sympathize with their

living-learning, and interdisciplinary major programs, and

feelings. But these are delicate problems, and no one

represent the Dean's office on other faculty committees,

benefits when they are aired in such a manner."
As chairman of the Ad Hoc curriculum committee,

Bauer has served as chairman of the Curriculm and Ad
Hoc Curriculm committees, has been a faculty Senator,

requirements. These include additions to the core as well
as changes in the unit structure. Bauer thinks that if a

faculty member of ten years.

course requires more time than usual, the student should
feels that new courses should be added, under a

highly recommended from many of the faculty.

perspectives heading.

"When I asked for nominations for the position of

Historical perspective, a humanistic perspective and a

associate dean, Shady's name came from every

comparative values course will round out a students

department. I feel he is imaginative enough to handle, the
job.

education,"he said. "The values course will especially help

He has been involved with the new curriculum changes, is

a qtudent determine how his major will fit into society."
The present Associate Dean, Darrell Reeck said, "I
have had a good two years." He started the position on a

familar with the old curriculum, and will be working to

two year internship, on the basis that he could return to
teaching or stay on as Dean. "I am making a choice

fit the two together."

photo by jeff strong

In an interview Bauer said, "I am not a career

Approximately 600 UPS students will don red, white and blue
tassled caps and traditional graduation gowns during the two-day
Commencement ceremony May 29 and 30.
Beginning at 4 pm on Saturday, a picnic for graduates and guests
will be the initial activity. Featured speakers for that evening's
Commencement program will be Dr. John Holdran, Professor of Energy
and Resources at the University of California, and Herman Kahn,
Director of the Hudson Institute. Introduced by former ASUPS
president Lyle Gelbach, exercises will begin at 7 pm in Kilworth
Chapel.
Baccalaureate services are scheduled for Sunday at 9:30 am in
Kilworth. The Commencement connvocation is slated at 2 pm in the
Fieldhouse to be followed by a reception in President Phibb's
home.

administrator, but changes are good. I am looking forward

this time in my life I would rather teach than
administrate."

Shady, a nickname he picked up from his father,

Advising and training faculty advisors has been Dean

feels this position will broaden his perspective on UPS. He

Reeck's major nemesis in his time as an administrator. He

hopes to continue to teach a class each year. When asked

feels that the faculty like everything in a concise form

about the current tenure problem, Bauer answered,

that could be read rather than the discussion form that

"Tenure is a serious problem; there are many ways to

has been taken in faculty meetings. Reeck says that the

maintain vitality in the faculty. If there is no new blood it

advising program doesn't do the best job training advisors

ossifies,Allocation is the major problem. If there is a drop
in a certain field, the University must react accordingly."

to make recommendations to their students.

Bauer feels this can be done with a tenured faculty.

being a good one. "Tom Davis is a good person to work
vvith," he said.

committee would meet with Grimvvood to work out a
students for their reactions to the change.

year old addiction to junk foods" at the second meeting

A meeting to report the committee's progress was

of a group to create a more nutritious food service diet at
UPS. The meeting was attended by Richard Grimwood,

tentatively set for this week.
Most of the meeting was a question and answer session

Food Service Director.

with Grimwood.

On Thursday, May 6, approximately 120 students,

Bland and Grimwood cautioned that there are many

Environmental Science Professor Jeff Bland and

factors to consider to suggestions about making a

Grimwood met and discussed the feasibility of adopting a

complete change by next fall.

meeting on April 29, were to substitute natural products

MGM
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Reeck credits Davis for his term in the Dean's position

STANLEY KUBRICK PRODUCTION

new foods did. Grimwood said he did not recommend an
immediate change but "will have to work up slowly."
Until a specific menu was constructed, they would not

increase non-meat entrees, supplement some foods with

know how the change would affect food and preparation

high protein/low carbohydrate raw materials and increase

costs, indicated Grimwood. Also staff retraining during

offerings and attractiveness of salad bar.

the summer has not been provided for in the budget.

At last Thursday's meeting, a student committee was

An overcrowded SUB dining room with an outdated

formed to conduct a survey to determine if students

design limited the possibility of having two separate lines

would be willing to accept the change. Bland emphasized

with one serving 'normal" and the other "wholesome"

that this committee would make up the "nucleus" of

food, like the programs at Whitman and Willamette.

support for a change and to assess whether the time is

Students voiced fears that some of their favorites such

right for a change or whether the gathered students were a

as ice cream and soft drinks would be eliminated

unique minority.

completely. Bland said that if students are in favor of a

Petitions circulating on campus since the first meeting

change, compromises will probably have to be made.

produced 250 signatures supporting a new food service
program.

Grimwood said he would not try to do too mcuh at one
time. He was very interested in student reaction and has
suffered from poor student input in the past.

Wee

2001

FLOWER SHOP
Potted Plants

a space odyssey

Cut Flowers

Corsages
3810 N 26th— 752-4250

SUPER PANAVISION METROCOLOR

MOD

Although changing wholesalers did not seem to be a
problem to Grimwood, training his staff to work with

for pre-processed food, reduce sugar and fat fried foods,

If a positive reaction to the new program is found, the

because I want to remain in touch with the grass roots. At

frustrating, but I honestly don't know."

viable way of promoting the change, and later survey

The objectives of the diet, discussed at the first

between two 'goods' " he said. "Teaching is my choice

to it (his appointment). It will be interesting and maybe

students, grimwood talk about junk

College, Whitman College, and Willamette University.

earn more than one unit, one and a half is equitable. He

creative individual, thorough in his work and comes

"Mr. Bauer's new job will be involved in curriculum.

food service program like those at Lewis and Clark

Bauer has been involved with changes in the core

has been a member of many University committees and a
University Dean Thomas Davis said, "Shady is a

Students voiced opinions to end "the 18,19 and 20

the last three years the administration has made

decisions they must stand by. There are other factors

co-ordinate its efforts with UPS departments and schools.

providing information and support for them.

by lynne brown

He is concerned about the recent articles in the
TRAIL. "They have not been as equitable as possible" he

Barber Salon
MEN AND WOMEN
PRECISION CUTTING
BODY WAVES AND AFROS
TOTAL NEW PHASE OF COLORING
FOR GALS, A NEW LINE OF pH PLUS MAKEUP ,
WE USE

RECOMMEND
REDKEN PRODUCTS

Highland Hills
5915 6th Ave.
564-8707

satiacum bows to feds, closes lucky indian
by torn allen
Venerable Puyallup businessman Bob Satiacurn nas
finally succumbed to federal authority. At least
temporarily.
Satiacum voluntarily agreed last week to shut down
his "Lucky Indian Casino" gambling parlor until the
legality of the operation is decided in an upcoming trial.
Satiacum and four of his top employees were indicted
by a federal grand jury May 5 and face charges of
operating an illegal gambling facility, possession of illegal

decision on the illegality of the operation had been
reached.
The hearing was held on a government request that the
court force Satiacum to stop his casino pending the
outcome of criminal charges.
Satiacum, who told the TRAIL he continued gambling

U-HAUL

immediately following the raid, has maintained
reservation land is exempt from federal and state law. He
contends his squabble with the government is a matter of

gambling equipment and violation of a federal statute

Indian sovereignty.
Satiacum insists Attorney Stan Pitk in has a personal

against electronic eavesdropping. No trial date has been

vendetta towards him and Indians in general which

set.

accounts for the recent attacks on his enterprises and the
The charges stem from an April 5 raid by federal

PLEASE MAKE RESERVATIONS EARLY FOR

TRUCKS, TRAILERS, AND MOVING AIDS

ACE RENTAL st REPAIR

Puyallup Reservation.

agents, armed with shot-guns, on the five-month-old

Jack Tanner, Satiacum's attorney, earlier accused

establishment in which 19 people were arrested, and

Pitkin of making the case a criminal issue instead of

armaments, money and gambling tables seized.

implementing civil action.

Satiacum agreed to closure of his casino May 7 at a
hearing before U.S. District Judge Donald Voorhees.
despite Voorhees' reluctance to issue an injunction until a

gambling until the issue has been resolved in federal court.

Tanner added Satiacum does not plan to continue

U-HAUL
HOUSEHOLD MOVING

4301 6TH AVE.
752-5221
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faculty react to new core requirements
by becky white
Next year, the curriculum at UPS will begin to
undergo a complete revision. After months of intense
debate, the Faculty has finally adopted the new core
requirements by a 48-4 margin. Projected to go into
effect Fall of '77, the 52 votes represented 31% of the
faculty at the University.
The effect of the new core requirements on the
University is uncertain. Two-thirds of the faculty did not
participate in the final vote and there is not even
consensus among those who did. Some professors are
apprehensive and skeptical, a few optimistic, many doubt
that anything will change while others question if UPS is
prepared for a new program.
One of the most pessimistic is Chemistry Professor
Curt Mehlhaff.
"I don't really think this is going to act as a stimulus
for the kind of things that people who voted for it want
to have," he said. Candidly, he termed it a "lot of wheel
spinning for nothing ... a bookkeeping thing that may
f unction or not depending on how hard the
administration squeezes."
Mehlhaff was critical (as are other professors) of the
structure of the University which makes it difficult for
interdisciplinary courses as the curriculum is organized by
departments.
Another criticism centers on the number of courses
required which is not minimal. "We're going to require
almost one-third of all classes a student takes as being
essential .. . (it's as if we're saying that students are not)
adult enough to have ideas of their own. That proposal
cuts down on diversity and puts everyone in the same
mold. It's going to make more courses required rather
than less courses. (Let's) give the students some choice
rather than making them take everything."
Mehlhaff also expressed his concern about how the
Chemistry Department might be affected. He fears that it
will cut down on options and curtail diversity.

"If as a major thrust, the program is trying to upgrade
the quality of education, then it's not going to accomplish

below. These are meeting well-defined needs. Ours already
is almost entirely a lower division program."
Lantz believes the entire plan is "idealistic and not

that.
"I don't think the time is there. I don't really see a

realistic. I'm apprehensive ... every program is done at a

major drive from all the faculty to restructure the

cost. We're working with a fixed faculty. That's not to say

curriculum. The whole community doesn't have the same

it isn't worth it, but we need to recognize the cost."
Keith Berry, Chairman of the Chemistry Department,

feel ing about it."
Michel Rocchi, Foreign Language Professor, said that
limiting selection of core requirements is a good idea. He
sees no point to a core in which eight classes are selected

believes it is a good idea to increase core requirements.
"We probably won't appreciably change our
structure ...
"Since we have a static faculty, we're going to have to

from a field of over 300.

give up something else. It's going to change a pattern of

"If it is so general, why do we have it?
"The attempt to design areas is good

(we're

saying) this is the exposure you need to have as a UPS
student."

how we teach ... that may be all right. I think it can
work if we want to make it work," said Berry.
The Chemistry Professor explained that one major

The Professor thinks the new core is "the biggest

implementation problem will be putting "a new core

boost we (Languages) ever had ... (it'll create) a boost of

curriculum and a new way of looking at things in an old

interest for those who would be inclined would have more

calendar." Berry, as well as a number of other faculty,

of an incentive ... it's a positive step towards the right
direction.

believe that the 4-1-4 system should not have been

"Anything would have been better than the old
system," added Rocchi.

retained.
Professor Richard Overman, head of the Religion
Department, is sure that the new program will be

Because of the uncertain impact and results of the new

implemented, but is skeptical about the power of the

program, John Lantz of the Mathematics Department has

Curriculum Committee. There is "a real possibility that

several apprehensions. He believes the Faculty passed the

we might accomplish nothing at all--just changing labels."

new core "without knowing or guessing" what the impact

As for the Religion Department, Overman is keeping

might be.

his fingers crossed. "The rubrics make it easily possible to

An example Lantz gave is the new quantification
requirement.

do some very interesting things in religious studies at

"At present, four class periods per year are towards
the science (requirement). I don't know how many people
are not meeting the (quantification requirement) with the

UPS" but if something else is higher priority—wise,
religion classes might be "pruned out."
Another concern he voiced, was that all the proposals
were basically conservative.

present program. I don't know what the (new) demand

"Compared to what we ought to be doing ... none of

will be as a result of the (added) requirement. We will

the proposals was very impressive—even the one I

have four units freed. We can shift those but we have no

invented—which was an effort to start where we really

knowledge whether this will meet the need. And I suspect

were," he said.
The main concerns of Milt Hoyt of the School of

it wil not.
"Of the 19 courses, 16 are at sophomore level or

Education were that the goals of the University (those
outlined by Phibbs at the Fall Faculty Conference of
1974) were not closely tied in and that two classes are
required in Natural Science and Society. "A student just

Extra curricular activities.

isn't going to have electives in some areas."
Bob Waldo, Chairman of the School of Business and
Public Administration also referred to (as he termed
them) Phibbs' Platitudes. He maintains that they "tried to
build courses that called for implementation of them,

■•-

courses that would meet several."
Waldo also insists that there are elements of realism in
•

the new core requirements. "In every one of those areas,
Faculty could sit down and find very real courses to meet
those criteria."

analysis
At the Faculty Meeting, Monday, May 10, the
last few sections were passed along with a vote on
the whole Curriculum Report. This marks the end
of an arduous task. Wolfred Bauer, Chairman of
the Ad—Hoc Curriculum Committee will be faced
with many of the revision and implementation
problems in his new capacity as Associate Dean.
There is no doubt that the new curriculum will
give UPS (in the words of Dean Davis) "kind of an
image." But as to what that image will be and
whether it will be positive or negative remains to
be seen.
In my opinion, there is potential for possible
benefits in the new program. Much of the
outcome depends on the Faculty--will they
stagnate as the Winterim proposals have or will
creativity emanate endlessly? Many vaild criticisms
have also been raised: the number of core courses
required--it this amount perhaps too high? Wilt the
demand be too great for some departments to
handle?

It's the real thing. Coke.
Pacific Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Tacoma, Wa.
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I think a lot depends on how departmentalized
the new rubrics become. I fear there may be a
tendency for some departments to grab up or
stake a claim on some requirements and thus some
of the interdisciplinary intent may become lost in
"territorial imperative." Many faculty still view
knowledge as being compartmentalized in little
box es with no relation to other boxes of
knowledge.
The potential is there. It is now a matter of
effort and desire. The future of educational
quality and diversity at UPS now rests in the hands
of the Faculty.
Unto your hands, 0 Faculty, we commend our
souls to be enlightened, educated or eradicated.
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bsc demonstrates ineptness

eci ops
tenure committee speaks
To The TRAIL:
TRAIL articles and letters regarding tenure
have appeared to question recent tenure decisions
and President Phibbs' process in arriving at these
decisions. Individually, members of the
Advancement Committee have been asked to
comment of alleged statements or to answer
questions. In order to help clarify matters, the
Advancement Committee has decided to issue this
joint statement regarding tenure decisions and the
respective roles of President Phibbs, Dean Davis
and the Advancement Committee.
In order to understand the issues regarding
tenure, certain background material must be understood. Both Phil Phibbs and Tom Davis assumed their respective positions at a critical time
in the history of higher education in general and
private higher education in particular. Changing
public views regarding the values of higher education together with increasing reluctance to finance that education have coincided with changing
demographic patterns. Slow growth, no growth or
serious erosion of the numbers of students have
resulted. Raging inflation has brought many institutions. to the brink of financial disaster. In light
of these conditions, President Phibbs proposed
certain courses of action to the Faculty and
Trustees, actions which might not be pleasant but
which he believed necessary for the continued
viablility of the University of Puget Sound.
Trustees have responded by greatly increasing their
personal participation in the affairs of the
University. Faculty responded by assuming heavier
teaching loads, foregoing pay increases necessary
to meet the inroads of inflation and accepting a
rigorous faculty evaluation process. It is this
evaluation process which appears to be under
attack at present.
With regard to the evaluation process, the
University is operating under a set of guidelines
accepted by the Faculty. Also, the Administration
strictly adheres to the rules regarding tenure as
published by the American Association of
University Professors--rules which have been
accepted by most professors and universities as
necessary for the protection of academic freedom
and the rights of all segments of the academic
community.
The Advancement Committee was established
to review the materials submitted by the candidate
for tenure or promotion, his colleagues, students
and others. The members of the Committee were
chosen from a short list of nominees selected by
the Faculty. It may be assumed that the
Committee membership was acceptable to the
Faculty at least at the time of joining the
Committee. Whether they continue to enioy that

puget sound—

answered by their colleagues.
The members of the Committee have spent
untold hours reading the materials in the
candidates' files. In each case, a discussion
followed to share opinions, clarify views and, if
possible, arrive at a consensus regarding the
candidate. A member of the Committee was then
assigned the task of writing the report, stating the
recommendation, the reasons for the same and, if
unanimity did not exist, the views of the mihority.
In several cases, minority reports were prepared
separately. These reports were reviewed by the
entire Committee and, only when satisfactory to
all, were given to the Administration.
President Phibbs and Dean Davis read the
entire files and the President then compared his
views with those of the Committee. When there
were differences an open discussion was held to
clarify the views of all and to make sure that all
relevant matters were considered. President Phibbs
then made his final recommendation for
submission to the Trustees. Members of the
Advancement Committee concurred in the vast
majority of these cases. Where there were
differences, the President almost always took
action favorable to the candidate.
The evaluation of human beings is not an exact
science and never will be, but if the tenure system
is to endure, a careful rigorous evaluation process
must continue. Other proposals to replace tenure
are worthy of study but it is doubtful if any of
them would remove the necessity of careful
evaluations. The Committee intends to review the
present guidelines and perhaps suggest
modifications. Others are free to do likewise.
Unfortunately, regardless of the system used, only
the passage of time will reveal whether tenure
decisions are correct or not.
The TRAIL has raised questions regarding
President Phibbs' decisions on tenure. The
Advancement Committee has shared much of the
labor and some of the emotional pressure involved
in such decisions. We believe he has acted fairly,
responsibly and with integrity. In our opinion, he
took those actions which he judged to be in the
best interests of the University of Puget Sound. In
this, he has our full and unqualified support.
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city news editor
mike reed

photography and graphics staff keith claypoole, jeff
strong, jody ingle, jay flynn, Jolene perry, lyle peniston,
rick gehring , roger dahl, wendy rudine, evelyn hicks
production staff: torn pantley, sandy smith, ted irwin, liz
jestice, jo dene stout, glenda roberson, alan smith, leah
mason, teresa bell, juice berney, becky white, mike reed

all year. Hopefully by next year,- they will have their procedure
worked out to handle them swiftly and efficiently, with a minimum
of confusion.
karl ohls
editorial

campus news editor

oops, trail caught red-faced

I

thaes ofereode, thisses swa maeg!

assistant editor
merrilee donne!l
arts/entertainment editor
Jane weber

sports editor
colleen mckay

advertising manager
sue mcelroy

photo editor
ted parker
reporting staff: malcolm turner, mike george, matt
mccully, kathy thurin, becky white, penny drost, torn
alien, mike purdy, lynne brown, jeff katz, teresa tarter,
peter orser, janet dodge. steve mclellan , gina innocenti,
chuck richardson, tom matson, anne pence, keith hardin,
Jan bal, tern i mckellar, john hatcher, howard bowman

Hintz and Elsa Bruggeman, were well-qualified. Hintz was the editor
this year. Bruggeman worked on his staff.
The incumbent doesn't necessarily have an advantage in
deliberations of this type. The position is a learning experience and
new people are frequently given a chance at it.
Hintz though, liked the job and wanted to see if he could get it
again.
The BSC repeatedly called Hintz and Bruggeman back for
interviews. Finally the board chose Hintz with a vote of 4 in favor, 3
opposed and 1 abstention. Two BSC members weren't present.
The dirt started flying.
BSC chairman Scott Nelson went before the Student Senate with
the nominees on May 4. At that meeting, BSC member Barb Hunter
passed out a letter labeled "A Minority Report."
The report made unsubstantiated charges that the staff "did not
want to or enjoy working under Bert, this year or next," that "Elsa
Bruggeman did the majority of the work this year," that "Bert was
not efficient as a manager or a boss," and that the Tamanawas office
"was always in a state of extreme disorder ... '
Hunter also wrote, "Elsa is a viable, realsitic candidate. . She is
highly organized, well-liked and has had as much experience in
editing a yearbook as Bert...."
The report was an ill-considered piece of opinion. Hunter
withdrew it the next day.
Nelson gave his presentation and asked that the Tamanawas
editor matter be referred back to the board. He said that since two
BSC members weren't at that meeting, he wondered if the vote was
contrary to the rules governing BSC procedures in the bylaws.
After much discussion, the chair ruled that the original BSC vote
was legal and correct.
The Senate voted anyway on the motion to send the matter back
to the BSC . They had no legal grounds to do this.
The vote was 7 in favor, 6 opposed, with 1 abstention. In a sense,
seven Senators stole Hintz's editorship away from him.
The BSC met that week and chose Elsa Bruggeman as editor by a
vote of 6 to 4, no abstentions.
At this week's Student Senate meeting, the vote was tied 7 to 7
to accept Bruggeman.
Senators Doug Gillespie and Malcolm Turner strongly denounced
the whole BSC procedure.
Finally the Senate decided to upsurp the BSC's duties, and
choose the yearbook editor themselves.
A special meeting was called for Thursday (too late for the
TRAIL press time), where the applicants were interviewed and voted
on.
Whatever the outcome, the matter has dragged on too long. Hintz
and Bruggeman have been kept in suspense for a month. Sides have
been drawn. The winner will have a bitter group of detractors to
contend with.
The blame for all this can be traced to the BSC. They swiftly
decided on the positions for which there was only one applicant, but
were inept when it came to handling a little controversy.
Media head selections are the only important things the BSC does

the advancement committee:
bur baisinger
ronald fields
robert hostetter
john lantz
bruce rodgers

editor
anna hibbard

business manager
paul rued
campus news editor
karl ohls

confidence is a question which can only be

What's so complicated about choosing a yearbook editor?
Nothing, except when a politics-ridden Board of Student
Communications and Student Senate enter into the process.
Signups for Tamanawas editor closed a month ago. One would
think that the selection procedure is a simple matter of interviewing
the applicants, reviewing their qualifications and voting.
This year things were complicated because both applicants, Bert

business staff: ann hunt, ted irwin, dennis johnson, tom

pantiey, sandy smith

a weekly Publication of the associated students of the
university of puget sound. opinions expressed in the trail
are not necessarily those of the university, its
administration, faculty, the associated student body or
the puget sound trail staff.
room 214
student union building
1500 n. warner
tacoma, wash 98416

To the Editor:
The purpose of this letter is
to correct a statement made in
the article "UPS Professors:
Shorter Contracts" in the May 7

TRAIL. The reporter, Jeff Katz,
listed

me as one of the
professors recently denied
tenure. I never applied for
tenure. It is true, as I told Mr.
Katz when he interviewed me,

that I resigned from my position
in the School of Occupational
I appreciate this
Therapy.
opportunity to clarify the
matter.
Sincerely,
lynne mcclure
assistant professor of
occupational therapy

. . .the shoe that fits?
the
overabundance of activities
during the several weeks before
finals is part of an administrative
plot to drive down the university
Reportedly,

GPA.
Since events have been
poorly aftended, it appears
students have resisted the
administrative temptations and
foiled the plot.

••••
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We've felt a very special freedom with the paper this year, a
freedom to express views which might not have a place anywhere
but here. A college newspaper is a unique forum, serving an audience
more tolerant of diverse views than perhaps anywhere else. The
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issues we discussed weren't always of world-shaking importance or
political relevance but generally they've deserved the space we gave
them. Most publications have a particular ideological outlook, or

employee quits

independent thinking 'no no'
Dear Editor
TO THINE OVVNSELF BE TRUE'

This is why I find myself an ex-employee of
UPS.
This seems to be the only straightforward way
of communicating my position to everyone ) as
word of mouth at Food Service is unreliable to say
the least. I have knownfor several weeks that this
letter would be necessary. Approximately five
weeks ago I stated my position on an employees
(human) rights to eat where he chooses as long as
he isn't being paid for his lunch break and in fact
is punched out on the time clock. This comes
under the heading of "independent thinking" and
is a definite "no, no" in Food Service.
The shock of my "rebellion" and lack of fear
was almost more than supervision could cope with
but they had to come up with it again because two
more employees also tried their first tentative
steps toward 1/2 hour of personal freedom.
Stamp out that first hint of rebellion because
you just might find out you have a full blown
rebellion on your hands and what's worse—the rest
of the University community might find out too.
Well I understand the meek will inherit the
earth but I just could not betray my own
convictions and give up my belief in human rights
and dignity. I Quit. As they knew I would.
I gathered my things, said goodbye to my
friends and went directly to Personnel. I told them
exactly what had happened and it is on my record
as I have told it here.

I cannot believe how naive I was when first
came to UPS. I really thought it was going to be a
good and satisfying experince. I knew the work
would be hard but that didn't bother me, it was
the sharing of friendship and living that I was
looking forward to.
Well I listened to hours of griping and so much
back stabbing it was like a knife throwing act for
Ringling Brothers. The caste system has nothing on
India. Well ladies-1 learned a lot from you and 1 in
turn told a lot of it to Personnel. Don't panic, I
didn't use any names. However I was told that
nothing can be done unless you yourselves put
away your fear and your crying towel and get up
there and tell them your own story. If you can't
quite bring yourselves to come out in the open
(try the fresh air, you will love it) they will accept
anonymous. letters.
The new people in Personnel say this is the first
time they have heard of it, and they would like to
hear more. They assured me that nothing would
give you away and that no one would know you
had defended yourselves and your rights. Well I
went out on a limb for you, now you have to do
the rest for yourselves. You need the courage of
your own convictions and know that God helps
those that help themselves.
This is my knife throwing act and I trust it hits
its mark. Good Luck and God Bless.

purpose for being, which limits the range of commentary. The
TRAIL suffers no such handicap.
Producing a paper is, in my eyes, one of the most satisfying
campus experiences in which a student can be involved. Even so, we
sometimes wonder if the TRAIL is taken for granted—that students
think it just grows in its assigned locations to be picked every Friday
morning. Staff members sometimes wonder if the classes they cut
and the grades they sacrifice are worth it. There are a lot of real
people who put this paper together, and some of them you probably
know.
Anna runs herself ragged trying to make sure everyone knows
what their job is, and that they get it done on time. Mer worries
about the 16-and 20-page papers that are only supposed to be
twelve—it means more work for her and the too-few layout people.
Karl, for all his obstinacy, really seems to know his journalism. He'll
be a good editor next year. Those are the diehards, the
Never-Sleepers.
Me, I sleep, but I try to do my share. I'm the one who stares at
the typewriter, waiting for my fingers to move. Jane, Paul and Sue
all seem to handle their areas well, but for them academics definitely
and properly come before the TRAIL in priority. Sandy and Tom
can be counted on for the marathon Wednesday night layout
sessions—both of them used to be section managers, but now limit
their sacrifices to one night a week. Penny's and Malcolm's columns
always provided food for thought, and Ted's pictures sparkled our
pages more than a few times.
The rest of the crew is probably the heart of the paper. They
continue to meet the incessant demands of the hard-boiled editors.
When they come through we all look good.
The curriculum committee, which Becky and I shared, the
funding of Jesse Jackson, handled originally by Kevin, Jeffrey'.s
tenure series and Anna's avalanche-relatedcomments were probably
the stories of the year in terms of ongoing issues.
Good times and hard times come and go in school as in life.
Overall, when you leave, you know you coUld have done more.
Many of the folks will be back next year. You'll see their work
every Friday, growing in its assigned location, waiting to be picked.
mike reed

yvonne e. billdt
editorial

ups policy: father knows best
It seems that the present UPS administration
has established the policy, "father knows best."
According to several professors, the years
before Dr.. Thompson's retirement three years
ago, brought an openess and freedom formerly
unknown at UPS. That openess and freedom was
apparently extended during the three year
transition to the new president, Philip M.
Phibbs. Now it seems that open doors are being
slammed shut. And the TRAIL has gotten its
fingers jammed in the door.
In a matter of 15 minutes an open report
became confidential Last week, one TRAIL
reporter attempted to research a follow up story
on former political science professor John Jandali
and his disappearance during last year's Mideast
Winterirn, which left 15 students stranded in
Egypt. The open report, compiled by University
academic dean Darrell Reeck, became confidential
when the TRAIL requested permission to use it as
resource material.
We realize the administrators are extremely
concerned with public relations, however, direct
answers are clearer than smiles and platitudes.
Several times this year, misunderstandings have led
to ill feelings between the administration and the
TRAIL staff.
In the recent series on tenure, the
administration attempted to control the content
of the articles by covert pressures.
Before the first article was published
University V.P. James Clifford "told" the TRAIL
that Dean Torn Davis would re-write statements
from a taped interview conducted by reporter Jeff
.

Katz. However, since the content of the tape was
valid, we printed original statements.
In the third part of the series, President Phibbs
tried to convince us not to print statements he
made in a taped interview. Phibbs claimed the
statements were personal and did not pertain to
the tenure series. Since the president did not
specify, at the time of the interview that he did
not want to be quoted, the statements were
published as recorded.
The TRAIL is not the only source of
student-administration controversy.
Last month, ASUPS lectures Chairman Scott
Nelson was under pressure from the Black Student
Union for deciding not to fund lecturer Jesse
Jackson. Nelson was also feeling the weight of
Phibb's "fatherly" advice. In two separate
meetings and through a personal letter the
president attempted to persuade Nelson that
ASUPS monies should cover the Jackson lecture.
Several days before the scheduled event, Phibbs
learned his advice had not been heeded, so he
wrote the ASUPS president a letter expressing his
"grave" disappointment with Nelson decision.
We have repeatedly been told that "academic
freedom" is important in the classroon. We believe
Freedom for the TRAIL, ASUPS and Students in
general to make decisions on their own, is equally
important.
anna hibbard
editor
editorial

off-campus editor

'now ain't that a purple dildo'
Editor, the TRAIL:,
Some years ago I suggested
to the Humanities Division that
tenure be decided by flipping a
coin, perhaps 2 out of 3 tosses. I
do think that some of my
colleagues thought I was joking.
I was not. However, I now
oppose my suggestion.
What we are seeing in the
tenure scramble is far too
valuable for its comic content,
to say nothing of the tragic

undertones. For instance, I note
that Phil thinks Pierce's mind
lacks "quality"—and yet, Phil
appointed Dean Bruce Meyers as
Chairperson of the avalanche
committee! Now ain't that a

purple dildo? Shit, if Pierce
Johnson doesn't deserve tenure,
none of us do.
It is time to say what we
think, not what we ought. (Lear)
le roy annis

thanks for thurin's coverage
Dear Editor,

Kathy Thurin's coverage of
the Africa seminars held on
campus during this Spring Term
rightly called attention to the
importance of African issues in
the world scene. In the issue of
May 7, she named me as the

organizer of the symposiums.
That part of the record should
include the names of Professor
Kim and three graduating
seniors, Noah Midamba, Eric
Lindgren, and Robert Martin.
Jim Parsons, a continuing
student, has also been involved
Front the beyil ii ring.

The idea for the series
emerged spontaneously out of
study and discussions in the
Political Science Department
and out of a mutuality of
interests of the persons named. I
have a list of about twenty
continuing stutlents and faculty
who wish to participate in
similar seminars next year, so it
seems that sufficient interest has
been aroused to plan further
activities. Thanks again to Kathy
and the TRAIL for the coverage.
dar.rell.rPPPK

-
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magee commends phibbs'achievements
Dear Editor,
I would like to enlarge the picture of President

attention is now being given to the problem of

program for all freshmen, a new advising program,

Phibbs' leadership that is being drawn from the

financial support for academic program. The
endowment fund has been reinvested to increase
its income. A program of deferred giving is already

and a new and more adequate computer for
courses involving quantification.
the curriculum is being carefully examined

recent journalistic obsession with tenure decisions,
natural as these preoccupations are. I cannot
imagine a future for UPS without his kind of
leadership, and I would like to indicate why a
person who has been here nearly thirty years
thinks this way.
Dr. Phibbs was brought to UPS three years ago
with a clear mandate to move this university
toward academic quality. He found upon arrival
that he had assumed leadership in a time of severe
crisis for private higher education. His first moves
of necessity had to be directed toward the
financial and enrollment crisis. This created an
impression of thrifty timidity instead of a bold
working for quality, but without tightening the
ship the whole enterprise could soon be headed for
the rocks. However, while he was doing this he
also managed to do some other things as well.
First, he has led the institution in a quest for a
new academic identity, a uniqueness that would
justify and assure its survival by attracting quality
students, faculty, and the funds for underwriting a
quality university. He involved the whole college

showing progress, and a major increase of
endowment is planned beginning with the
Centennial Nucleus Fund from the Board itself.
This program is coupled to a cultivation of a wide
circle of university friends and potential
supporters.
At the faculty level other things have been
done. First of all, consistent with the goal of

Development along these lines. The recognition of
our school by a large foundation is itself a kind of
new emergence onto the national scene and a vote

graduates who are educated for a life-time's needs
as worker, citizen, and private person.

of confidence in our future.
At the same time the system of faculty
evaluation, so maligned at present, but so essential
to the future quality of the university was worked
out in full consultation and legislated by the
faculty. Tenure and promotion are no longer
practically automatic but have been made stricter
in line with the practices of the institutions of
quality to whose class we aspire. In addition,

Changes are not always visible since the major
work was building infra-structures that could

higher education. His proposals seem to this wide
audience to make good sense, as indeed they do,
speaking to the value of a broad liberal education
that produces literate, well-spoken, and thoughtful

Second, he has brought about a general change in
the climate and direction of the institution toward
greater use of such resources as the library.

correspondingly our school, has been cast in a very
favorable light in recent discussions of the needs of

upgrading the academic side, a greater emphasis
has been put on teaching. A large grant from the
Lilly Foundation was secured for Faculty

community in a serious reordering of priorities.

better teaching, more demanding classes, and a

in the light of new goals. The first fruits of this are
just showing. A new core curriculum was passed
just last Monday by the faculty--the result of two
years of hard work.
In public relations the President, and

higher standards are now used in hiring faculty.
Never before have we searched throughout the
country so widely and systematically for new
people of the highest quality.
At the student level , new recruiting
programs are bringing in more and more highly

support the program of quality. Here are some
examples of what I mean:
1) The Board of Trustees has been completely

qualified students. In the present year there are 28
national merit semi-finalists and commended

reorganized into a hard working body. At no time
in my thirty years have we had such a committed,
enthusiastic, and knowledgeable board. Serious

students, a total greater than all past years put
together. New programs have begun. A new
commitment to personalized education, a writing

The general effect of all this change has been
two-edged: It has led to hard but necessary
budgetary and staff decisions that have left some
people hurting. The general shift of values has
caused anxiety in every part of the institution. But
the other effect has been to get the unviersity
moving: Faculty are working harder at teaching
well, students are sensing the new emphasis on
academic excellence which challenges what was
often an easy-going party atmosphere. The old
ark's amoverin'.
It is my expectation that by our centenary in
1988 UPS will be an institution approaching the
quality of the best private schools in the country.
Achieving this will depend in no small degree on
the college community's response to these strong
and sometimes painful urges forward. This hope
depends upon the rest of us responding before the
leadership gets tired pushing.
john magee
philosophy professor

pollster pilfers public privacy
by anna hibbard

should sit in The Big Chair, 15% of the votes gave Ford a

Undecided had an overwhelming lead in the

narrow margin over the other candidates. Georgia's

presidential poll conducted by the UPS TRAIL this week.

peanut farmer commanded 11%, while Reagan, Brown

A mad midnite pollster randomly contacted 156

and Humphrey shared a photo finish at 8%. Stepping on
the heels of the triumverate, Udall's 6% scooped the

students with the questions:
What party do you prefer? and
What man would you like to see in "The Big Chair" :n

native son's 3.5%. Cameo, the Socialist Workers' Party
candidate, followed close behind with 1.7%. Harris,
McCormick and Church had a solid hold on last place,

the White House?
Reactions varied from irritation and paranoia to a
campaign speech for Donald Duck.
The 156 students represented about 55% of the UPS
student body. According to results 29% of the students
preferred the Democratic party. They were followed
closely by the 26% who classified themselves as
Independents, barely nudging the Republicans 25%. 18%
of those polled have not yet decided where they belong
and classified themselves undecided. Limping along were
the Socialists, the smallest, with a total of 2%. The
TRAIL was surprised with the Democratic lead at a

each with an inconsequential .6%.
Party crossovers were not significant, although 4 times
more Republicans crossed party boundaries than
Democrats. The Socialists seemed to suffer the greatest
loss since 33.33% crossed to the Democratic party.
Although not actually a crossover, more than twice as
many independent votes went to the long-eared party as
to the long-nosed one.
Some 64% of those who have not yet decided on a
candidate have no particular party affiliation, there is no
way to predict which political animal they will follow.
If the nation, like UPS, is lost in a sea of

private Methodist university, since the Democrats are

indecisiveness, then the "man" with the best PR will win

usually associated with the blue collar working class.
While 37% of the students are undecided about who

in November.

charting`the poll
Key:

Candidate

R=Republican
D=Democrat
I-Independent
U=Undecided
S=Socialist
Party
R
I

total

Crossovers

Number Percentage
39
45
41
28
3

25
29
26
18
.. 2

156

100

Undecided
Ford
Carter
Reagan
Brown
Humphrey
Udall
Jackson
Cameo
ti3rris
McCormick
Church
total

Number Percentage
59
23
18
12
12
12
10
5
2
1
1
1

37
..15
11
8
8
8
6
.... 3.5
.. .. 1.7
.
.... .6
. .6

156 ... 100

R to D
D to R
I to R
I to D
S to D

4
1
8
22
1

total

.36

Undecided about candidates
12
.9
12
.26
total

.59
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ups hears spellman

on thecampaign trail
the press in politics
by malcolm turner
When this political year started, and as it progressed,

by steve mclellan
and steve dwyer
"Washington is not in bad shape, but I can make it better," said John
Spellman, King County Executive and Gubernatorial candidate, in the
SUB Lounge last Tuesday night.
Addressing a sparse crowd of twenty people, he covered issues ranging
from the Seattle Domed Stadium to the Tacoma Smelter.
Although he considered the King Dome a dead issue, he was openly

invariably involve meeting faceless, nameless people in

delighted to discuss it. Glowing with pride, Spellman expounded on the virtues

dank parking garages in the middle of the night.

of the newly opened structure, especially the resultant economic benefit to

all journalists grew a little tired of the dreary politicized

It is for the most part as plodding as those also-ran

banalities, and just a trifle bored at the dull plodding of

presidential candidates. It is boring, tedious and

the ten, then seven, then fewer candidates out pressing

frustrating. It is done because peoffie have a right to

the area.
Spellman's glow vanished when the audience confronted him with several
sticky questions.

the flesh. My estimate of the number of candidates is

know—the whole truth and nothing but. It is done

To a question concerning the ASARCO Smelter, he answered routinely,

probably off, because most of the also-rans slip my mind,

because the power of the press, and the hand that feeds it,

"The Puget Sound Pollution Control Board has reached the best decision

and those that are the still running make me wary. Of

the people, is the truth. And it is done because the press,

possible in granting a five year variance to the company."

course, Nebraska has produced the latest spark of light in

in its plodding, tedious way, has the time and the resources

Escaping from routine, he did use the issue to jump into government

this dark political year, namely, a win by Idaho Senator

to dig out the facts—the truth—of the story, or behind the

control of private industry, advocating something less than a total relaxation

Frank Church, the • late entry, over front running Jimmy

story, as the case may be.

of control.

Carter, the long runner. Beyond that, there ain't much. Or

The work of the Woodwards and Bernsteins for the
media is hard. And it is especially hard because, for the

is there?

I remember, after the 1972 campaign, Hunter
Thompson, writing in his book, Fear and Loathing on the

Campaign Trail, said that, in effect, the media "creates"
winners; mat press members run on a crude buddy system
whereby the candidate that pleases the press, gets pleased
by the press. Coming from a character like Thompson,
one of those self-indulgent boozy types that that has
made a career out of partisan, cutting polemic, this
observation of "press patronization" is outstanding for its

most part, it is completely and totally unneccessary. Yes,

I said unneccessary.
Honesty, and the communication of facts, is a
two-way street. There is no need to suspect a politicians

Spellman took the bull by the horns when quizzed on Indian fishing rights
and firmly expounded that there were several answers to this problem.
As the final minutes of the UPS leg of his campus tour waned, he squarely
faced the educational issues. On the issue of school funding, he stood four
square behind the present tax structure, but was quite unsure of any concrete
way to meet the issue.

statements of innocence and rush off to find the "truth,"

In his last remarks, facing the issue of state funding for private educational

except that politicians have a reputation for not telling

institutions, the Seattle Republican insisted that it would be inappropriate for

the truth. There is no need to look into the deplorable

him to answer, since he was Catholic and as such, a product of private

conditions of low-rent slum areas, except that most of

education,

them are usually owned by slum lords, rich off the waste
of this life. There is, indeed, no need to suspect that a

truth. Present author not excepted.
Every political reporter knows that he can win the
Pulitzer' Prize, just like Woodward and Bernstein, if he
coddles his sources, or has a source with a big mouth on
the inside. In passing then, I should suggest to Senator
Church that he begin coddling as soon as possible, or
allow himself the same pleasure of the press. In doing so,
he becomes their creature, and they his, and all is
hunky-dory.
That question is both the responsibility of those who
speak to the press, and the press' responsibility to those it
listens to.
A lot has been said, since Woodstein, about the new
"Watergate" press morality—it is an atmosphere, say the
critics, where innuendo, smear, digging, or muck raking,
as it is termed, are both acceptable and necessary to dig
out ... what?
And it is an atmosphere, say those that are being dug
into, whereby their "privacy" is not protected, even if
that term is blanket coverage for lies and cheating on any
scale. They say that the press reports all the things they
say even when they mean to say ... what?
Both positions, ending in dotted lines and incomplete
arguments, actually end in the same place. The position of

increasingly had a tendency to say something else in
All of these examples are general, of course, but they

Monday looking for volunteers and signatures. The official ballot title for the

that influence the public, and the public officials have a

measure is: "Shall future nuclear power facilities which do not meet certain

responsibility to tell them. In this simple, widely accepted

conditions and receive two-thirds approval by the legislature be prohibited?"

belief, investigative journalism is wholly unnecessary.

It provides that nuclear plants only be permitted in Washington State if: I)

Unfortunately, what we all believe, and what we all do are

Waste handling and storage can be safely managed; 2) Safety systems work in

two different things. And thus, as a carrier of

actual tests; 3) The power is needed; and 4) Plant operators are liable for

information, the media investigates the stories.

damages as in other industries.

If neither side ever went too far, the press in printing

The organization sponsoring the initiative is the Coalition for Safe Energy

every bowel movement of public officials, and public

headquartered in Seattle. Bill Sere, a Tacoma resident, is Pierce County

officials in denying the hard facts to the public, it would

Coordinator. In an interview, Bill stated,"Our biggest problem right now is lack

be all right. Like I said before, the truth, and its telling, is
a two-way street.

of enough people who are willing to go out and collect signatures so that the

public officials, when talking to the press, must be honest
and candid. We won't have to investigate, and they won't

"There are those who do not fully support 325."

have to fear investigation. And the public at large will be
better informed, and better able to make the vital
decisions before them.

the public person must both be one of candor, and one of

public officials, not all of them mind you, but any one,
try to mislead, or lie to the public, a truthful and vigilant

it

petition will qualify for the November 2nd ballot."

As a journalist, I believe the public must know. And

open honesty. Honest.

it up". It is not glamorous, or exciting, nor does
•

Proponents for Initiative 325, "Nuclear Safeguards", will be on campus

are examples. The public has a right to know about things

If this were only the case. But it is not. And as long as

Investigative reporting, for those who are new to its

by penny drost

private than in public.

the so-called "investigative reporter", and the position of

real menaing, is a process of taking a story and "following

nuclear power: why?

President has lied to the press and the public about his
statements in private, except that Presidents have

press will investigate for the real facts. It is necessary.
The ultimate responsibility for truth, then, remains
with us all.

tne present time, VVasnington has only one nuclear power facility which
is located at Hanford, but several others are under construction.
The Washington Environmental Council has endorsed the measure and
other ecology groups are expected to follow suit.
However, there are some who do not fully support 325. One such person is
Dr. Curt Mehlhaff, Associate Professor of Chemistry heie at UPS and local
environmentalist.
Dr. Mehlhaff says his position is one of ambivalence. "Initiative 325 only
postpones the real issue. We're punting on our power problems. The real

hoppe: 'bread and butter'
by nina van de mark

problem is us, the people, and our continued resistance to a 'no growth
policy'."
Dr. Mehlhaff, who teaches a broad spectrum introduction course to

of spillage into Puget Sound, Hoppe, a former Texaco

Environmental Science, warns that nuclear power, like all our other sources of

executive, replied, "There is no need for fear to exist. The

power, is depletable. "We have only enough resources to operate nuclear

butter pocketbook issues," said Republican gubernatorial

petroleum industry will assume responsibility for any

power plants for maybe 20 to 50 years - unless breeder reactors are developed.

candidate Harley H Home in an informal discussion

damage done"

"The biggest issues in this campaign are the bread and

Thrusday, May 6 in the SUB Lounge.

But more important than just their development, is the question of safety.

New industries would not necessarily mean

These reactors separate out plutonium, which is like the hydrogen bomb in its
devastating explosive ability, but unlike it in that it requires no trigger

The current King County assessor cited "method of

non-polluting industries, Hoppe continued, but he aims

approach" as the basic distinction between party

for a "nearly pollution-free" environment. He added that

mechanism. If the mass of the plutonium is such that it is critical, as could

opponent John Spellman and himself.

oil refineries in the state would mean more jobs and lower

conceivably happen in a breeder reactor, it wIl explode on its own."

"I don't believe in spending more money than the

energy costs for Washington residents.

While Initiative 325 may be a good thing in that it brings the problem of

state has," said 45-year-old Hoppe. "I have recommended

Hoppe also claimed that the three R's, reading,

a lower budget every year in office (since 19711, while

writing, and arithmetic, are still feasible goals in

putting the control of nuclear power plants in the hands of our legislature is

Spellman has raised taxes consistently as a county

education. He stated there's a need to produce more

appropriate. "Those pushing the initiative are afraid of the technocrats

executive."

articulate students.

Hoppe labelled Spellman "an identical twin" of
Governor Dan Evans.
"With Spellman as governor, we wouldn't have a new
government, just a new name."

"There is nothing wrong with teaching students moral
values, but human behavior courses are missing the point.
They are teachingstudents to be lazy."
In addition, Hoppe said he hopes to see the

energy to the attention of the general public, Dr. Mehlhaff questions whether

presently controlling nuclear energy, but they really are the only ones
qualified to do so. Especially when you compare them to our legislature."
Speaking to the problem of the safe storage of nuclear wastes, Dr. Mehlhaff
says the problem already exists. "We have more waste from atom bombs,
which is equally dangerous, than we ever will have from nuclear plants."

Hoppe's campaign premise is that he speaks to the

restructuring of the state's penal and mental institutions.

The availability of inexpensive electrical power in Washington adds to the

issues as he sees them, in contrast to those opponents who

"Jail shouldn't be the same place as home. It is a place

complacency of our citizens. Dr. Mehlhaff cites the biggest problem with

refuse to take a stand for fear of losing support.

to be punished, not coddled."

electricity is that it is too cheap. "The cost should be based on the future, not

Specifically, he said he favors the elimination of sales tax

"The same problem exists in mental institutions. I'm

the past. Polluting industries are attracted to Washington because of this.

on food, less stringent control on business and the growth

not saying that everyone a little loony should be

Right now Puget Sound Power & Light accounts for 20% of the use, but only

of new industry, particularly oil, to help reduce

committed, but we have been too lax. The deranged

10% of the cost. Plants like Kaiser Aluminum use vast sums of electricity very,

unemployment.

should be locked up."

very cheaply."

"Supertankers offer the most economical way of
bringing Alaskan oil into the area," Hoppe said. "They're
as safe as the automobile, well-equipped and less
dangerous than the old tankers."
In response to an expressed concem about the threat

Hoppe said he sees Dixie Lee Ray as his chief
opponent on the Democratic ticket.

What's the answer? Maybe 20• -50 years away will come economical use of
solar or fusion energy, but right now, Dr. Mehlhaff emphatically states that

"Though she hasn't said or done anything, she has the

people simply must realize that there is no such thing as "a free lunch". "What

advantage of political inexperience," he stated. "Today

we must decide is whether the benefits are worth the risks, be it continued

that's an asset, not a liability."

growth, use of energy, or nuclear-power."
•

•
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on this 200th anniversary,
by mike reed
... on this 200th anniversary of the founding of this great nation...

•

The phrase has been used over and over again, more often than not as a
lead for a sales pitch or campaign speech, turned to fit the merchandising of a
particular opinion or product, and leaving the connection be with the
Revolution tenuous at best.
In the years and months preceding the Bicentennial, mention was made
with increasing frequency of the coming of a great occasion. What with
scandal in high places and despair with our general condition becoming a rule,
hope and expectation of a dynamic revitalization became fastened to the
arrival of a shining Bicentennial star over all the land. High-sounding phrases
about a reawakening and reaffirmation inflated the feeling, and that renaming
bit of naivete still present on most of us, impatiently grasped and clung to the
hope that the approaching hour offered.
Well, we're still waiting. Nothing happened.
Yeah, we all faithfully bought our Bicentennial calendars and Bicentennial
spoons, Bicentennial banners and Bicentenial underwear. We patiently read all
the newspaper features about the hardships suffered at Valley Forge, the
ultrahuman virtues of our founding Fathers, and the overbearing cruelty of the
Mother Country. We've revisited through Bicentennial plays and Bicentennnial
Minutes, the way it really was.
But gees, folks. Something's not there. Something in the promise remains
unfulfilled. That incessant sinking feeling is as strong as ever, and it just won't
go away.
Well, maybe it's us. Maybe we are the reaffirmation. There is a searching
going on, a real honest effort among our generation to find a positive direction
in life.
We are fully aware that our lives will all change radically in the not-toodistant future, given the way things are headed. The course of that change is in
the hands of this generation.
But so many generations before us have faced tasks of the same nature, if
not of the same scale. And to my knowledge, all have fallen short. The chief
reasons seem to be a lack of concensus, of unanimity of purpose, and the
preeminence in individuals of personal benefit over the general welfare.
Perhaps this 200th anniversary is a time for unanimous Declaration of
Independence from the thought pattern that forces us to accept the least of
many evils, while ignoring the obvious but theoretically unattainable good. It
must be a quiet, individual declaration, devoid of all the superficial fanfare
which has so far characterized the Bicentennial. It must be made fully
cognizant of the necessary sacrifices, yet with a steadfast dedication to the
achievement of the rewards which such an effort can bring.
Let's try it. Let's avoid waking up on New Years Day, 1977, and having to
ask, after a year of failure and disappointment:
Is that all there is?!...

to neglect is to slight„.
by richard johnson
assistant professor of history uw
The English have always been of two minds about the Declaration of
Independence. Many in 1776 damned

it as impertinent, "wretched" in

composition, and "very ill written," or, more justly, derided the accuracy of
the charges it levelled at George III. But there were also others even then who
saw it as the natural result of mistaken British policies. They were the nucleus

the communities are participating...
by waiter lowrie

ahead. Many communities are planning programs around

As the United States moves into the climatic months

all three themes. Whatever the decision, the community

of the Bicentennial, rather than staging a national

designs its own events—activities that are appropriate to

spectacular, the federal government and the states have

the area's needs and interests. No government bureau, no

cooperated to ensure that our two hundredth birthday

state bicentennial commission dictates to the citizens the

will be a celebration which can involve all the people. This

way in which it should "get it together."

is a grass-roots movement: it is the responsibility of each

Indeed, the emphasis is not only on getting it together,

community to decide how best to commemorate the

but on getting together. For example, in a south central

Bicentennial.

Washington community, for the first time Chicanos and

Several score communities in Washington state have

Anglos are working together, on a Horizon project to

responded to the stimulation and challenge of meaningful

create the community's first public park. A park that will

observances. For some people the Bicentennial may be a

be not only an aesthetic improvement to the otherwise

time for speeches, for flag waving, and for the usual

plain town, but one that will be a center where the

patriotic hoopla. More importantly, however, thousands

linguistically and culturally divided community will at last

of citizens of this state have gotten together within their

have a common meeting ground—where they can continue

own towns and villages to determine themselves how they

to build the sense of self-help and collective action in

might best develop and participate in the Bicentennial.

planning for their future together.

The choice is as varied as the communities and as their

Yes, there is commercialism associated with this year's

imaginations. Heritage-related progects may emphasize

activities. There was commercial associated with medieval

local as well as national history. The Festival theme brings

pilgrimages, too. Much as we might rue the fast-buck

the by and good will of a community sharing in cultural

artists in both ages, today we must not overlook the real

activities—and in just having fun together. The Horizon

Bicentennial, a people's commitment to a meaningful

part of the Bicentennial facilitates the community's

examination of our past and to community responsibility

planning for an improved quality of life in the years

for tomorrow.

of an opposition to the war in America which grew steadily as its size and cost
became apparent. By March 1782, following the British surrender at
Yorktown, a majority in Parliament voted that all who continued to support
the prosecution of the war were enemies to their country--a step which even

•

Congress during the recent Vietnam conflict never approached.
Since then, the growth of Anglo-American friendship has preserved the
ambivalence, but in different form. British historians such as Trevelyan and
Lecky who sympathized with the Revolution praised the Declaration's "lofty
and glowing phrases." Meanwhile those who resented British defeat or Yankee
republicanism preferred to focus their criticism on later American
development.
English school textbooks passed over the Revolution rather hurriedly.
Indeed, as a child, I can remember wondering how it was the the American
colonies suddenly ceased to be colored red (and British) on the globe--just as
England mysteriously lost her possessions in France in the fifteenth century
when the other side unfairly used a woman, Joan of Arc, to fight, so somehow
the Americans got loose while we were fighting as usual with the French. One
way out was to portray it as really a war between Englishmen,

a kind of

second English Civil War. Then it wasn't a real defeat, more a squabble, within
the family nursery. As for the Declaration of Independence, it may have been
full of worthy sentiments, but what relevance did it have to Englishmen who
already prided themselves on the freedom? And why should Americans
celebrate its signing on July 4 when few if any signed before early August
1776?
There is some value in remembering that the Declaration has not always
been universally acclaimed. Americans themselves disagreed as to its wisdom
and necessity, and a hundred thousand of them left the United States during

continued on page 11
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continued from page 10
the Revolution rather than live under it. Women and blacks later felt impelled
A

to issue their own Declarations to proclaim that they too had rights. It was a
document for and of its time.
Yet, in the long term, even an Englishman has to admit the Declaration's
grandeur, significance, and impact. It is one of the rare historical documents
that speaks to us as freshly today as it did to those who first heard it. It firmly

The buck, I hear, has passed to us,
in twice the common measure.

established in the public mind the idea that popular consent was the only
legitimate basis of government. Lastly, it established the ritual of national

The reason was, they also say,
to aid the country's treasure.

liberation. Countries as far apart as Belgium, Argentina, Czechoslovakia, and
Vietnam have followed its language in making their own proclamations of

The soundness of the dollar once
was known both far and wide.
But now its value changes oft'ner
even than the tide.

freedom--Ho Chi Minh began Vietnam's in 1945 with Jefferson's "All men are
created equal."

Too many bills of unit size,

Many Americans seem reluctant to admit that the United States was born
out of rebellion. To neglect it is to slight America's role in world history and to

were needed to acquire

distort the bicentennial.

What many fewer in years gone
could get the average buyer.

improving where possible...
by rick ramseth

Consistent with the mode of thought,
that Uncle Sam has shown.

Much has been said in denigrating terms about the Bicentennial. I don't
know why, when this very event makes it possible to be buried in a casket

They simply put the two for one,
and Presto! problem gone.

lined with Old Glory, to the eternal accompanyment of the National Anthem
piped into one's vault. Are these the little bonuses that make two hundred

The Founding Fathers all are there,
on backside represented.
And on the front in centerspot,
Tom Jefferson is printed.

So where's the end, the question seems,
I wonder how much more?
Will next we see the three denom
and afterwards the four?

years of existence worthwhile?
Sometime in my youth, I became infected with the bacilli of patriotism. I

mike reed

did not contract it from the Boy Scouts, nor from the years of pledging
allegiance, nor yet from jet planes and napalm. It was the dream of America,
brotherhood, opportunity and the promise of equality.
Growing older, my acceptance of the great community lie was the only
thing that enabled me to keep intact, my faith in the dream. Despite
hypocracy intolerance and a destruction-bent mentality in my beloved
country, I managed to retain my fervor.
Becoming a political entity in adulthood, I saw one hero after another fall
beneath an assassin's bullet in orgasms of insanity. They burst, like clay pipes
at an arcade rifle range, scattered into the wind of a dead future.

there are abuses, but much is right

Then there were throngs in the streets. Bodies lying in clouds of teargas.

by gary peterson

individuals and government etched in our founding

Governmental scandals; Constitutional crises; resignations; Pardon. But

A few weeks ago, a student in my public speaking class

documents were, and are, uniquely expressive of that

God moves, they say, in mysterious fashion. Perhaps these things should

began a speech about the Bicentennial in something close

which is laudatory and uplifting in humanity. Where else

awaken the voices of freedom once again.

to these words: "I'm so sick of the Bicentennial I could

on this globe can be found such extensive personal

Sirens cutting the nighttime air, making it bleed too.

Two hundred years ago the population was predominately dependent upon

puke!" What's more, he went on to support his expressed

freedoms, refined, extended, so zealously guarded? Where

agriculture to earn a living. A lot has changed in 200 years. About 4% of

feeling, citing cases of excess, of commercialism, of poor

else, in both theory and practice?

today's population are agriculturally employed, yet we jealously and

taste.

irrationally maintain that a system of government designed for an infant

I do not here want to deny the validity of that

And, while this nation has at times worn the dark hat
of villainy, we must not be blind to the record of

aged nation. More

expression, but I do submit that there is much which is

altruistic behavior which is also part of our history. We

dangerously, we insist on maintaining it is without the warp of corruption and

right about the US Bicentennial Commemoration and that

may abhor war, but are we truly ashamed of the US role

misuse and doesn't need new restraints on new powers.

the celebration merits our support. In my opinion, we are

as victor in World War II? Where is infamy in the

nation is still

appropriate and useful for a middle -

The Bicentennial could have been an exchange of ideas, the reexamination

tending to look at the Bicentennial celebration through

relinquishing of territories "captured" in the Pacific; of

of ideals and a recognition that 200 years marks a crossroads. Instead of

the same fashionable eyepieces our society affects today,

aid in the rebuilding of Japan and Germany, the

non-productive back-slapping and self-congratulatory claptrap, the country

eyepieces which are fogged by pessimism, negativism, and

conquered? Where is the shame in extending aid to dozens

might have addressed itself to the mistakes of our past and to alleviating the

cynicism. To many, these United States appear only the

of nations and millions of people brought low by disaster?

pain and misery those mistakes contribute to today.

villain in the piece, and I submit we should try on a new

Two hundred years is time to check our progress. "It is at all times

pair of glasses.

Our national achievements and standards of living are
still envied by many. Our instances of corruption or
weakness in government are pale by the side of entire

necessary, "wrote Tom Paine," and more particularly so during the progress of

I do not advocate we wear blinders, trying to kid

revolution, and until right ideas confirm themselves by habit, that we

ourselves that this nation is or has been always clean,

systems weakened by rot. Our disaffected, the emigrants,

frequently refresh our patriotism by reference to first principles. It is by

always moral, always right. Of course there are flaws. Our

are more than balanced by the hundreds of thousands, the

tracing things to their origin that we learn to understand them, and it is by

foundations, abetted by the very revolution we now

millions, who would prefer to live in this country if only

keeping that line and origin always in view that we never forget them."

recall, were not unbloody. Our past is dotted with

they could.

One might think that we, as a country, might want to examine our

imperialistic and bullying periods and actions. Our present

I am simply making an appeal to celebrate and

foundations. Perhaps we ought to invite ourselves to the birthday celebration,

is soiled by brutality, vulgarism, social injustices,

commemorate that which is beautiful and positive about

bring ourselfves to the party. We could discover that we are no longer agrarian;

corruption in government, business ethics misdirected or

the country. There is a heritage worthy of honor. There

that we are brown, and black, white, yellow, red and colors not yet named;

missing altogether, etc. Not everyone who has lived or

are myriad acts of kindness, of generosity, of love,

that women must have equal rights if men are to be free; that the poor get

who now lives in this nation has enjoyed it. Indeed, we do

occuring in our communities, hidden by our limitations of

poorer and the rich get mightier; that dollars outweigh votes. In short, that

read of many who are voluntarily leaving, relinquishing

perception and by the "newsworthiness' of those cases

new tyrannies have arisen: economic , political and social.

their citizenship. And, to be sure, this Bicentennial

which are primarily negative.

'76 is only the beginning of Bicentennial events. The Bicentennial of the
Constitution will not take place for nearly a decade. Between now and then,

commemoration does suffer from acute commercialism
and exploitation.

Let us, then, celebrate the positive; participate in
those things of which we can be proud, legitimately. In

there could be caucuses—hundreds of continental Congresses. We must

But this nation and this people have much in which to

almost every community there are projects and events

reaffirm that which is right and best in mankind, and improve where the

take pride. Two hundred years existence as a democracy

which merit our attention and time. I believe we can find

betterment of humanity and our country is possible.

on this planet is no small feat. The ideals and values about

much to share, to honor, to appreciate--if only we will.
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university atmosphere in depression era?
by nina van de mark
Depression, as defined by Webster's dictionary, is "an
emotional condition characterized by discouragement,
dejection and sadness." The term also may be used to
denote "a decrease in size, force, amount, etc." In both

the University Council, a collegiate body consisting of

which the university is operated is "an awful drain on our

administrative, faculty, student and alumni

time."

representatives, was born. This became the primary
policy-making body and each group had an equal voice.
"The process was open and out front," he said.
"Nothing was kept secret."

applications of the word, depression has become a

It now appears to some that the secrecy of the ad hoc

growing problem for many UPS students, faculty and

groups, which replaced the University Council, exclude

"It is the duty of the administrators to care for
administrative matters," he said. "The contribution of the
faculty at committee meetings is meager; 90 percent of
these meetings are a waste of time."
This source also pointed out that the problem is not a
phenomenon limited to UPS.
UPS staff members are not without their complaints.

the input from various committees. Uncertainty exists

staff members.
Statistics show that student enrollment has dropped,

when a system is kept closed, sources say.

The high level of secrecy and low salary are their primary
concerns.

though not significantly, in recent years. The number of

"We don't know whether the tenure process is fair or

full-time students last fall was 2,603, compared to 2,706

not because of the secrecy involved.Since there is no clear

One staff member stated that it is an approved custom

in 1973. Among the 170 career faculty, a total ot 18, or

definition of tenure requirements, the outcomes are

not to discuss salaries among employees. She labels this "a

ten per cent, will be leaving at the end of the term. What

unpredictable."

common method of ocntrolling peons."

has caused this sudden depression in the UPS population?

Dr. Lantz, a member of the Presidential Advisory and

A study which she conducted established a "bare

Students interviewed have offered several

Advancement Committees and a faculty representative to

bones" budget for one adult and one child, including

explanations. Rising tuition costs, inadequacy of

the Finance Committee, denies accusations of

food, rent, utilities, household expenses, clothing,

programs and poor social atmosphere were the most

administrative secrecy. He defends Phibbs. for "doing a

medical/dental, transportation and child care, that totals

common complaints. Others include:

tremendous job in providing an environment for quality

$455 a month. Yet clerical employees receive a net

education and convincing the public that UPS is a good

income of only $390 of a $489.15 gross salary.

"I thought I was paying for an Ivy League-type
atmosphere, but in terms of prestige, I don't feel I am

Another faculty member indicated that the manner in

getting my money's worth.
—

place to invest its time and money."

This same employee compared the salaries of clerical
employees among different agencies:

The academic apathy of students is shocking. People
Trainee

make me feel out of place for studying.
"My social life at UPS is almost non-existent. If you
don't drink, there is literally nothing to do on campus.
The school ought to provide more activities, particularly

UPS

Modest Experience

Good Experience

415-425

450-475

$400-425

Washington state ..519-658
Weyerhaeuser .... 530-728

583-744

612-781

580-810

639-892

for independents."
A different but no less serious morale problem is
evolving in faculty circles. John Lantz, mathematics
department chairman, claims this to be a "time of crisis in

cousens granted yale fellowship

higher education."
"and we are working with inadequate funds." He

Associate Professor of English Frank Cousens has been
awarded a Fellowship in Residence Grant at Yale

undertake a personal program of study and reasearch of
his choosing. He said that his reasearch project will be

concluded that the UPS dilemma is the same one colleges

University for the 1976-77 academic year.

titled, Dialectical Tradition in European Romanticism:

"There are difficult decisions to be made," said Lantz,

The Fellowships, granted by the National Endowment

in general are facing.

Literature,Language, and Thought.

As one faculty member indicated, the economic

for the Humanities, are presented to undergraduate and

recession has restricted the maneuverability of his

two-year college professors concerned with increasing

a shift from the classical idea of knowledge as

colleagues. He also insisted that the "administrative style"

their own knowledge in their teaching area.
"It will give me an opportunity to engage in first rate

classification to the romantic one of knowledge as a

troubles some people.

"I hope to show that romanticism is characterized by

process, from analytical progression, in England, from

The university, he said, went through a painful process

minds on fairly complex issues in philosophy, linguistics,

Augustan to Romantic modes of thought and

coinciding with PresidentPhibbs' arrival three years ago.

and literary criticism."
In conjunction with the seminars, Cousens will

expression," explained Cousens.

Problems existed with the previous administration, and
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the old commie-hater himself, Richard Nixon, paid a visit
10 the campus in 1961. In his speech he stated that
Khruschev was not the evil that Hitler was, but he noted
the Soviet leader's strong temper and fondness for drink.
President Kennedy's visit to Tacoma in September
1963-just two months before Dallas-was the subject of a
special TRAIL issue. He spoke in Cheney Stadium to an
enthusiastic audience of 20,000. The members of the UPS
community turned out en masse. University President
Thompson was there with his faculty, and all were most
dignified in the academic caps, gowns, and assorted
sashes- it reminds one of a medieval pageant. Scoop
Jackson sat on the podium with Kennedy.
Kennedy's assasination in Dallas, and the 1964
presidential election, caused the TRAIL to devote more
attention to national and world politics. For the first time
the paper devoted a full page to a discussion of the
presidential candidates and their platforms. Hubert
Humphrey's 1964 visit monopolized that week's paper.
One can witness, in the pages of the TRAIL from 1963
through 1968, an expanding student consciousness--a new

by michael george
To the modern analytical eye, boredom reigned in
the TRAIL of the 50's.

to comment on the nature of the photography in the

awareness of the world.
Of course, this new student energy could not be

TRAIL of the 50's. Nearly every picture of a person, from

confined to national and world affairs alone-it spread to

The front page was regularly monopolized by glorious

President Thompson to the lowly cheerleaders, appears to

campus life as well. One sees, for example, a TRAIL

sports reports and the funfilled elections of Homecoming

have been carefully posed. The subjects are always

staffer calling in 1964 (a bit earlier than I had expected)

Queens. Until the height of the Cold War in the later years

beaming broadly. The candid photography used

for the formation of a Student Rights Committee: "Too

of the decade, the TRAIL reflected a student body which

today-which often catches individuals in rather

many times when a student carries a decent gripe to the

seemed satisfied with world conditions. The conflict in

uncomplimentary poses--was entirely unknown in the

administration or to the faculty, no action is taken." The

Korea received curiously little attention.

TRAIL.

years of student assertions and demands were beginning.

There were, of course, some interesting

0

shone on the front page. This is an excellent opportunity

The late 50's was the era of beatniks. The craze for

exceptions--there always are. A major story, judging by

dark sunglasses, beards, and finger-snapping apparently

the severity of its headlines, broke upon an enthusiastic

infected the campus, for the TRAIL published an amusing

Concern over the conflict in Vietnam first appeared in
1967. President Johnson's Asian policies became the
subject of editorials and learned analyses, and a hot

student body in 1954. The subject was actually quite

article by Dean John Regester which discussed the

discussion took place in a House of Critics debate. The

innocent-one that might be dealt with in a rather offhand

historical background of the Maynard G. Krebbs

TRAIL allowed itself to become cynical and bitter over

manner today. The campus library was to be moved from

movement. The very proper Dean concluded his

the deepening US involvement. One issue published a

its sanctuary in Jones Hall to the just-completed Collins

tongue-in-cheeck article with these words: "At any rate,

"War Box Score," which gave US casualty statistics as if

building. No biggie, right? Wrong. The TRAIL treated the

Frankenstein is here. We can't just think that if we don't

the war were a sort of grim game. "Coach Ho Chi Minh,

story as one would expect a big city daily to cover a major

notice, it will go away-or will it, Daddio?"

opposite mentor, couldn't be reached for his team's stat

disaster or a war: "Call Issued for Student Volunteer

The epoch of the Kitchen Debate, with its fear of

sheet," the article stated, and added in a bit of perverse

Groups; Classes to be Dismissed as 100,000-Volume Move

atomic annihilation, strongly forced its way into the

wit "Tickets for subsequent action are available on

is Undertaken." Come to think of it, it does sound rather

TRAIL. Anti-communist feeling was high, and several

request from any draft board. Every seat in the house is

exciting.

editorials urged caution in dealing with the great evil. The

good. You might even get in the game."

President Eisenhowever brought his wife and his

use of bomb shelters (even today those two words have

There were also the big years to denounce the

pre-carter grin to the UPS Fieldhouse in 1956--his face

the power to terrify) was debated actively. By the way,

American status quo. The TRAIL reported that one
student left UPS because, in his words, "UPS reflects the
middle class American value system too much." The
student stated, in a bit of dubious logic, that he was
escaping to the apparantly classless grounds of the
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University of Washington.
The year 1969 marked the peak of radical thought in
the TRAIL. The war was a very hot issue by this time,
and cartoons satirizing Nixon, an object of intense
youthful scorn, frequently appeared. One such cartoon
deserves a brief note, for it effectively summarizes the
student opinion of the president. The white dove of
peace, carrying an olive branch in its mouth, is flying
above Nixon, who is angrily shaking his fist at it. wh y ?
The beautiful bird has just shit in his eye.
The American involvement in Vietnam was not the
only hot issue on campus in the late sixties. The TRAIL
led, or perhaps I should say instigated, a fight to remove
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The paper's editor angrily protested the run-around he
was given by the University in his search for a copy of its
revised by-laws, and finally demanded in exasperation:
"WHAT HAVE THEY GOT TO HIDE?" It was a tense
period of antagonism between the Jones Hall biggies and
the TRAIL staff. The paper vi'as constantly questioning
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and SUNDAY

May 15, 16 Beginning at 12 noon

Prizes For First Four Places

oat Tacoma Malt

an alleged cloak of secrecy from the UPS administration.

the manner in which the University was managed.
UPS changed dramatically between the end of the 50's
and the national moratorium of 1969. Nowhere is this
change more evident than in the separate visits of two

An epic drama
of adventure
and
exploration!

priests. In 1962, a Catholic father came to the campus as
part of the activities included in Religious Emphasis
Week. His picture shows a quiet, conservative man,
concerned primarily with the salvation of souls. The
dramatic year of 1969 brought Father James Groppi, a
nationally-known priest concerned with civil rights. His
picture, far from a posed portrait, seems a summation of

Events Include:
PINBALL
FOOSBALL
POOL
BOWLING
PONG
MYSTERY EVENT

Guys and Girls Sign Up Now!!!
524 N. K St. (near campus) MA7-9884

the mood of the late 60's. Young and vocal, he is
surrounded by bright-eyed black children. Groppi was
heralded as a crusading young priest, and the TRAIL
story on him almost proudly announced the reward of his
activist work was to be arrested seven times ii four
years.
MGM

STANLEY AMICK PRODUCTION

2001

The TRAIL has come a long was since the days of the
first world war, when the only real reporting dealt with
the fortunes of CPS soldier-boys. Four wars, the anger of
rebellious young students, and the resignation of a

a space odyssey

presiderf1 have affected it profoundly. I would love to

SUPER PANAVISIOle• METROCOLOR

come back in 50 years to see what the paper is like-that

6:30 & 900

active. Most of all, if I may be permitted to indulge in a

25C with ASB card

is, if the paper, or the University for that matter, is still
bit of vanity, it would be interesting to see what future
critics think of the efforts of an amateur historian.
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If things go according to plan, the students will be running the
Cellar next year, presumably with a new menu. Here is our
conception of what it might include:

GRIMWICH
Turkey with pressure from all sides, between two slices of
Wonderbread

PHIBBVVICH
Tenure-fish sandwich with a presidential pickle

LLOYD MATSALAMI SANDWICH
Ham and pineapple housed in an A-Frame bun with silverfish
on the side

HAWK EYE SOUP
Full of names and numbers

LYNNOTT'S DELIGHT
Bologna, and plenty of it!

PLANT DEPARTMENT DELIGHT
Organic weeds and insecticide with a sprinkler on top,
brought to your table slowly by half a dozen waitresses
after a long wait

WO BURGER
Featuring a pork patty of questionable origin

SKINNER BOX LUNCH
An electrifying experience

DEPT. OF ENGLISH MUFFINS
Served with cross-currant jelly

ROTC—KABOB
Served on the short end of the stick

TRAIL PIE
Roasted administrators with freshly-raked muck, served
fresh only on Thursday nights

quick fingering at the victory

all's well that ends well

Every night there's stompin, guitar licken and laughin at Victory Music
Hall, explained Chris Lunn, employee and musician.
Formerly Victory Music Hall on 6th avenue just next to Pizza Haven, the

How many ages hence

own—confusion over new moral ideas, orthodoxy under

favorite music spot of many UPS student has moved. Music buggs now have

Shall this our lofty scene be acted over

attack, and an increasing sense of life's meaninglessness

to travel about 15 minutes to Victory's new home in —The Other Side of the

In states unborn and accents yet unknown:

and paradox."

Tracks" restaurant located at 106 West Main, in Auburn.

Julius caesar, act 3, scene 1

Two cirtical seminars which interested Annis were the
Christian interpretation, and Marxist interpretation of

The restaurant-music hall is "the" place to go for fine food and an
enjoyable evening of entertainment as many of the customers will attest.

by howard bowman

Shakespeare. "This was the first time the Marxist critics

William Shakespeare is alive and well in 1976,

The establishment is a federally approved, nonprofit corporation. All

were given podium space in a conference," explained

employees are volunteer and it serves as a referral point between the

Annis. "One of the most interesting points made by the

community and local musicians.

according to English professor Leroy Annis, who attended
th, World Shakespeare Conference in Washington D.C.,
heft April 19-24.
'The World Shakespeare Conference, the first of
which was held in 1971, is a joint effort of the U.S. and
English Shakespearean Associations," said Annis. "It
brings together critics and Shakespeare scholars from
throughout the world."
The 1976 convention was attended by almost 1,000
representatives with numerous delegations from Russia,
Japan, and both Germanys. The focus, conforming to the
Bicentennial, was upon "Shakespeare in America," with
each day's seminars treating one facet of the dramatist.
"The keynote speaker for the conference was Alistair
Cooke," stated the Shakespearen buff.
"He presented the assertion that Shakespeare, more
our world as he sees them."

endeavering to develop talent in a veriety of areas from country homespun

to Annis, is part of a new flexibility among all critics, who

fiddlers to rock stars. Lunn did admit however that an attempt is being made

now look for "a new side" rather than "the meaning" of

to avoid the electronic "top 40 hit" types.

Shakespeare. "The Christian critics also have some

Victory music has a relaxed program scheduled. Some performances have

interesting ideas," commented the UPS professor. "One
point brought up was that every time one kneels in

set times, others just happen.
Tuesday is Variety Night, music begins at 8 pm and continues until the la.:t

Shakespeare a miracle happens—look at Lear and

ounce of musical energy has ben played to its fullest. People just walk in cff

Cordelia, Coriolanus, Ferdinand in the Tempest."
At the conference were nearly all of the foremost

In such seminars as "Shakespeare's View of Women,"
FoIger Shakespeare Library and the Kennedy Center,
critics and scholars discussed Shakespeare's stagecraft, his
political meanings, and his relation to the modern
experience.
"An interesting change from the last conference,"
maintained Annis," was the lessening importance of Jan
Shakespeare our Contemporary.

the street and "do their own thing"; an old time stomp, hot guitar lick, or
humorous tale of romance.

Shakespearean critics—R.P. Blackmur, R.C. Knight, Clive

Lunn, Victory Music employee, stated that college students constitute

Barnes and J. Middleton Murray. "I expected some

much of the audience and out of the local college student bodies, UPS has

stimulating controversies," exclaimed Annis. "One

been the

was 'crashed' by Eldon, 'the devil's disciple', and I
thought we were in for some hell," he commented. "But
nothing really fermenting broke out." One day of the

and "Shakespeare—Comic and Tragic Sense," held at the

The entertainment haven encourages new and unknown musicians and are

class-warfare viewpoint might not be the only one." This,

seminar, hosted by the great Christian critic Battinhouse

than a moralist, is a reporter, recording the conflicts of

Kott's theories from

speaker (an East German professor) was that the Marxist

Conference was devoted to great Shakespearean films:
Grigory Kozintsev's King Lear, Peter Brooks' Tempest,
Orson WeIle's Othello.
All in all, Annis believes the conference was a "little
too mellow, unstimulating."

most active.'

R.441.
40t 5)
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EVERY TUESDAY IS

UPS NIGHT
AT THE RAM

"I did, however, do one thing interesting," reported
the professor. "One morning, jogging past the White
House, I saw a gate open and decided to run through it. I
didn't get far, though ... I was repulsed by a guard."

Shakespeare, according to Knott, lived in an age like our

IA LB. RAMBURGER $1.95 (REG. $2.10)
PIZZAS $1.95 (REG. $2.20)

eight students receive recognition

HAPPY HOUR 9 10 PM
-

inspriational

At the May 5 Special Recognition

University, the Herman Kleiner

Lonsbery as an

Scholarship and Awards Banquet in

Brotherhood award and scholarship

fraternity member, presentation of

Kilworth Chapel, eight UPS students

for friendliness and brotherhood

the Eric Spurrel Memorial Good

received special recognition v,.:

went to Robin Chandler and Matt

Government Award to Mike Purdy

McCully.

for his efforts toward the cause of

B arbara Hunter recefiied the
Charles T. Battin Award fo‘evidence

Other awards included the

good government and Gregg Dohrn's

of future service in government, Lyle

xlholm Trophy to the Black

capture of the Spirit Trophy as a

Gech was awarded thi4, Chimes

Student Union, reception of the

promoter of school spirit in extra

Ct; for unselfish service to the

Ralph Olson Memorial Award - by Jim

curricular activities.

PITCHERS $1.25
SCHOONERS 25(
PLEASE HAVE ID WITH YOU

LO 4-9454 19TH & MILDRED
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nothing unusual on pacific ave

Marian "Hawkeye” Frank works at her station in the Great Hall.

I.

by michael george
and karl ohls

told an emergency vehicle was on the way; apparently

He was lying on his back when we first saw him. He

Sirens approached, and sudden1:, two vehicles, a police

was far down the sidewalk, in front of the Dairy Queen at

van and a yellow aid unit, screeched to a halt in front of

13th Street and Pacific Avenue. A black kid was kicking

by gina innocenti

the Dairy Queen. Two officers got out and shined their

him.

Hawkeye, Wonder Woman, Smart

flashlights into the man's eyes. He still had a blank look.

lady, Miraculous Marion-call her
what you will. She's the lady

someone else had already telephoned.

Ilawkeye' - the numbers lady
shopping. It still surprises her when
she runs into former UPS students
while on vacation out of town.

Actually it wasn't really a kick, more of a sharp nudge

One officer checked the man's wallet. There was no

with his foot. "C'mon, man, get up!" he was saying as we

money. It contained pieces of paper, pictures of young

approached. "Don't just lie there on the sidewalk!"

She enjoys talking with students
computer at the Great Hall who acts and gets to know many by name and

children-perhaps his grandchildren, and a card with his

as both cashier and number checker.

personality as well as number.

Her real name is Marian Frank.

Pleasant to all ticket holders, woe to

She began working at UPS when her

the student that tries to sneak past

oldest daughter Diane graduated

Hawkeye. Even if they manage to get

The kid tried pulling the man into a sitting position.

name on it.

But as soon as he let go the man would fall over again, his
head striking the concrete.

"Ed?," the one officer asked. "How do you feel Ed?"
Ed remained silent.

The white-haired man, with his bleary eyes and

One Pacific Avenue bum, wearing a scraggly beard,

reeking breath, appeared to be in a drunken stupor. But

dirty clothes and a hat with plastic flowers in it,

he didn't look like a typical Pacific Avenue bum. His

volunteered some information about Ed. He said he had

clothes were neat: a light blue sport coat with glasses and

seen Ed collapse after Ed stumbled out of a local bar. This

hankerchief in the front pocket, a clean shirt, pressed

bum seemed well-known to the cops. They called him

black pants and shiny shoes.

Brewster.

W , -.tilled him up again and asked if he was O.K. He
gave

, i , swer. He just sat there with a blank look on his

face.

One officer sharply slapped Ed's face. A bystander
with a ducktail haircut and cigarettes tucked in his
shirtsleeve objected. The officer told the man to "bug

sparse crowd decided the best thing to do was get
the man out of the middle of the sidewalk. We picked him

off." Another policeman said these men had plenty of
experience and knew what they were doing.

up and set him on a ledge formed by one of the concrete

They decided Ed was stone drunk and should be taken

pillars that holds up the parking garage on that corner.

to the drunk tank.

A group of kids suggested we leave him there to sleep

"What a great way to end a Saturday evening," joked

it off. The general consensus, though was to call the

one cop, "in the de-tox center." It wasn't even 8 pm yet.

police because we weren't sure whether he was merely

The police lifted Ed and carried him to the van.

drunk or had suffered a stroke or a concussion.
We called the police from the Fun Circus. We were

from high school nine years ago. She

in through a back door, she spots the

has cashiered for all that time except

unfamiliar face and they may find

for one semester that she took off to

themself presented with a bill at the

go back to school.

end of the meal.

Hawkeye says she enjoys her job

When asked about the petition

because of the friendly students and

being circulated to change the

Food Services staff. "I plan to work

present Food Service program to one

here as long as the school will have

adopted by Lewis and Clark College
in Oregon, she stated that she hopes

me," she said.
How does Hawkeye remember all

the students won't make snap

those faces and numbers? "It just

judgements and will consider all the

takes repetition. When you see

facts before making a decision. She

people twice a day, every day, it's

added that "the present Food

easy," explained Smart Lady.

Services staff does an inciedible job

She sees a lot of familiar faces

of feeding all the students."

around Tacoma when she goes out

Brewster was already sitting in there, waiting to go.

weekend for logger loonies
After they've seen Jones Hall -

Sun,beer, and smiles highlighted this year's Spring Weekend, held last
Friday, Saturday and Sunday.

Bring your parents to:

The 62-year tradition began Friday with a parking lot boogie. Saturday

Old
City Hall

III

afternoon featured log throwing, ax chopping, greased pole climbing, a "slide
for your life "ice block race and the old favorite, tug of war.
The different teams and living groaps cheered contestants on as they
emptied several kegs and soaked up afternoon sun. The Saturday afternoon
crowd was smaller than usual, perhaps due to the schedule overlap with a
baseball game, track meet, Fraternity weekends, RA retreat, and Mother's Day
weekend. In addition, fewer teams than usual participated and the event was
dominated by sororities and fraternities.
Other events included free rides on an octopus, a Panhellenic songfestand
an open mike variety show.

Tacoma's unique dining and shopping experience!

When final scores from the thre days of competition were tallied, Sigma
Alpha Epsilon and Kappa Kappa Gamma bore first place team honors.
Individual Firsts were awarded to: Mark Morgan-log throwing contest; Jimmy

pil

III
Ni

1111111f
:tgi illiri I

Hours:
M-Thur
Fri
Sat
Sun

10am 6pm
10am 9pm
10am 6pm
12 5pm
-

-

-

-

.........

I !9

625 Commerce

Stewart-greased pole climb; Brian Budsberg-log shopping contest; SAE's and
Kappa's- Ice Block
Phi's-Songfest.

race;

Sigma Nu's and Tri Delts-tug of war; and Pi

2501 No. Alder 759-4949
OPEN EVERY NIGHT TIL 11 WA.
HOT SANDWICHES TO GO.

PARTY ICE.

ALL BEVERAGES ICE COLD.

Big Value
.....

■-•

........

•

▪▪
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dohrn ends directorship
oy ty morris

sports

Gregg Dohrn, director of intramurals who was awarded the UPS Spirit
Trophy for overall involvement in extra curricular activities, will be vacating
his post this spring.
Dohrn took over as director two years ago after serving as a representative
and as assistant director. His involvement made him aware that reorganization,
expansion, and structural improvements were essential in order for intramurals
to attract more participants.
Dohrn's innovations proved successful as more than 1800 people
participated in the ten programs offered this year. Dohrn achieved this record
number of participants by splitting up the teams into A and B divisions which

4 teams compete for

allowed fairer competition and encouraged living groups to enter more than
one team. He also stressed rules, introduced soccer and produced a larger
play-off system.

women's softball

Dohrn stated, "Intramurals as a whole are an extension of a truly well
rounded education." Dohrn is convinced that intramurals fill a big void in
college life today and are invaluable to a campus's quality. They provide an

championship

opportunity to meet people, retain a person's competitive spirit without the
emphasis on just winning, and they educate people on new sports while setting

Playoffs for the women's

up a program that will fill a person's recreational habits for the rest of their

intramural softball championship

life.

will begin next week on the women's

The biggest disappointment Dohrn has had is the lack of facilities. Limited

field.

facilities make it hard to have a really good program. Dohrn feels it is vital to

The A—L Nads and Pi Phi's from

this school to get a usable indoor facility.

League One and the Alpha Phi's and
Tri Delts from League Two are the

Dohrn's greatest disappointment--lack of facilities.

teams who will be competing in the
playoffs.

"The plans for the renovation of the fieldhouse and proposed annex are

Playpff dates and team matchings

tremendous and I hope they are implemented as the proposal would do

were not available at press time, but
will be announced shortly.

everything in filling out all recreation needs at a very reasonable cost," said
Dohrn.

ti
Gregg Dohrn, a graduating senior, is retiring as UPS intramural director.

In outdoor programs, Dohrn said he feels the campus suffers since softball
and flag football would add a great deal of enthusiasm to the school if they
were played on campus. Dohrn suggested that undertaking a land purchase or
utilizing the gravel area behind the fieldhouse could correct this problem.

crew at sprints

Dohrn cannot understand the differences between the men's and women's
intramural programs. He would like to see the programs consolidated into a

The West Coast Crew
Championships face the Logger crews
as they travel to the Western Sprints
in Berkeley, California this weekend.
The UPS crew members left on
Wednesday fior the Sprints which are
yesterday (Thursday) and today.
They traveled in personal cars.

combined to get a co-ed program in gear which would complement the
department. Dohrn said, "In this way all can be working together,
co-ordinating facilities and even pooling resources when necessary."
Dohrn, an urban studies major, is tired as he wraps up his directorship but
he cannot express enough the enjoyment gained through his involvement in
intramurals. He is satisfied with the things that he accomplished but

UPS will be rowing a varsity-eight,
lightweight-four and freshman-four
boats. The women will row a
women's-four.
The women had to ask the ASB
for money to make the trip while the
men's crew is primarily supported by
alumni contributions.

Department of Intramurals. In this way, Dohrn said, you would have a good
program for men and women and the interests of both sides could be

disappointed that the job is not completed.
"We came so close at times to having a super quality program but always
something came up. Basically it came down to resources."
Gregg Dohrn has done a tremendous job as director of intramurals. He has
catered to interests of the students on campus and adjusted programs to meet
their needs. His communicative qualities, enthusiasm, and administrative
qualities will be sorely missed, but the mark he left on intramurals will not be
forgotten.

Women's intramural softball playotts will be in action soon.

no im director

phi delts win

The Director of Intramurals for
1976-77 has not been officially

The Phi Delts repeated as

named yet due to re-evaluation of the

champions of the mens intramural

organization and structure of the

golf tournament held at Brookdale

program

Golf and Country Club, May 5.
The Phi Delts, plagued by a rain
soaked course, were led by Brant
Gibler's 30 points. Mark Evans shot
25, Tim Evans, 24; and Greg Cook,
18, for the winners who accumulated
a total of 97 points.
The best individual score of the
day was posted by Monte Best who
shot a 74, good for 34 team points
for the runnerup team, AWT.

GOLF STANDINGS
Phi Delts 94
AWT 77
Theta Chi 14
Beta A 67

COPT
COPY
COPY

WE COPY YOUR
EXISTING LENSES
& REPRODUCE
THEM IN SMART
NEW FRAM

Columbian
Opticians
Open 5 fates

Beta B 54
Sigma Nu A 53
Theta Chi A 47

and ad d•V SatSIO R E S

et Tacoma MO.

Lunch , Dinner and Cocktails
Entertainment Featuring

Ed Friel & Space
Featuring

Stephanie Phillips

COME HEAR THEM MAY 16 - 22nd
7th & Pacific

In Old City Hall

You Must Be 21 To Celebrate After 8 P.M.
.

.......

•

•••• • ................
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nw track championship at ups
The University of Puget Sound men's track team
closed out their 1976 dual-meet season with a solid 84-61

highs equaled the school record.
Moon also placed third in the triple jump, pole vault

victory over George Fox College last Saturday in Baker

and javelin and second in the shot put.

Stadium. The win increased the Loggers' season mark to

Olotoa doubled in the hammer and the discus for

4-2.
Tomorrow UPS hosts several other schools in the

UPS, with his 160'4" throw in the hammer breaking his

annual Northwest Championships. Starting time is slated

own school record by some 12 feet.
The Loggers swept the 120 highs and the javelin,

for 1:00 pm for the field events, and 1:30 for the running

which Mark Wells won. Wells, who finished the day with

events.
Randy Moon and Frank Olotoa keyed the Loggers'

11 points, took second in the long jump and in the high

victory last Saturday, each picking up double wins and

jump.
Other Logger winners were Mike Ramoska , who

each putting their names in the Logger record book.

continued his outstanding success in the pole vault; Lloyd

Moon, a sophomore from Auburn, triumphed in the

Zimmerman in the 440 Intermediate hurdles; Mark

120 high hurdles and high jump, and finished the day

Torgerson in the 880; and Alex Krumins in the long jump.

with 16 points in six events. His 14.9 .time in the 120

netters third in area
The University of Puget Sound
women's tennis team concluded its

City, Utah depending on how well
they do at regionals.

season with third place in the

Seattle University on UPS courts May
3. As was predicted in the April 23

Finishing ahead of UPS in the

TRAIL, the Loggers had the

NCWSA Northern Area and a total

Northern Area Meet, held May 7-8,

potential to beat SU even though SU

season record of eight wins and six

were the University of Washington,

defeated UPS in their first meeting.

losses.

with 90 points and Pacific Lutheran

Singles winners for UPS were

University with 52 points. UPS

Kerry Tilson, Zelda Zabinsky, Lynn

Loggers qualifying for this
weekend's NCWSA Regional meet in

picked up 39 points and third place

Ellen Johnson and Deanna Nichols.

Runners take your mark! Set! Go!!! in the men's intramural track meet.

Pullman, Washington were Celeste

followed by Western Washington

Cross and Johnson in doubles and

Brilhante in singles competition and

with 32 and Seattle University with

Zabinsky and Nichols, also in

intramural track meet

the team of Cara Sue Cross and Lynn

24.

doubles, defeated their opponents to

stein, phi clelts tie for first

Ellen Johnson in doubles

The Loggers went to the Northern

competition. These women have the

Area meet after a triumph over

chance to go to nationals in Salt Lake

top off the UPS win of 6-3.
Although the season is over for
this year, the UPS women and Coach
Dawn Bowman are looking forward

TEAM RESULTS

to next year and the possibility of
turning UPS into a tennis power.

Phi DeIts 38
Stein House 38
JFSC 30
Beta 20
Theta Chi 7
EVENT WINNERS
120 low hurdles--Larry Anderson—Phi Delt--I4.8
Shot put--Mike Conner--Stein House--43' 9"
880 yd. run--Tom Knutson—JFSC-2:10.0
50 yd. dash--Don Papasedero--Stein House-5.6
220 yd. dash--Ron Gee--Phi Delt--24.8
100 yd. dash--Don Papese Papasedero--Stein House--I0.8
long jump--Rick Walker--Phi Delt--I9' 3%"
High jump--John Lewis—Phi Delt-6" 2 6' 2"

'colleen' the shots
"More people attended cheerleader tryouts than
attended basketball games at UPS in 1965," said one of

Mile Relay--Phi Delts

Men's intramural softball playoffs

and the consolation and

will be held May 18, 19, and 21 at

championship games will be played

Vassault playfields with the

May 21.

Under these conditions, were the six girls chosen
fairly?
Maybe, however, the girls understood these conditions

the judges.

softball playoffs may 18, 19, 21

by colleen mc kay

"Wasn't there any publicity? Why aren't more people
.trying out for cheerleader?" asked a spectator.
That's a good question--Why wasn't there any
publicity? And the answer did not lie in The Tattler.
The only people who read The Tattler are those who
eat in the Great Hall. Of course, there is supposed to be

were possible and decided to tryout anyway. With all this
lack of efficiency, why be a cheerleader?
"I think since I'm not a guy and can't be on the field
I'd like to participate this way. I like to yell," answered
one candidate.
Another said, "I like to be in front of crowds and get

championship game (hopefully) being

Budil House and Beta A have

one sent to all the houses on Union Avenue, but consider

played at 3:30 on Burns Field,

qualified f or the playoffs

how far one copy of The Tattler goes in houses of 35 or

Friday May 21.
Field arrangements for the

representing Division A. The Aliis

more people.

championship game have not yet

winner of the Kappa Sig and Phi Delt

been finalized but tentatively the

game taking the other berth from

Were they chosen fairly? Are they really represer,tative

Division B. In Division C, three teams

of UPS students? Was there even enough competition? I
think not.

practicing for the big event. As she waited to perform, she
commented, "I'm just hoping my back won't go out on

game is planned for Burns field.
The first two teams from each

have qualified in Division B with the

are in contention and in Division D

Unfortunately, I have more questions than these
concerning the election of cheerleaders this year.

(as of press time) Claes and AVVT had

Spectators, 12 cheerleader candidates, and judges

In first round of playoffs. May 18,

reason to believe that they would be

gathered in the Gym, May 6, to go through the motions

each first place team will play a

in contention for the coveted

of picking talented cheerleaders.

second place team based on a random

championship.

for fun,food,foosball and pool

Kegs To Go
Close To Campus

me again" while afterward she said "God! It hurts!"
Is being a cheerleader worth that much?
worth a lot, although only 12 girls out of all of UPS felt
this way.

Each judge also looked for something else he or she

Was there enough competition?

considered necessary as a cheerleader characteristic.
"The need to have some kind of personality. Anybody

Can you consider 12 people representative of over

can get up and jump around," said a woman judge before

3000 people? Again, not all living groups or major fields

tryouts began.

or classes or student groups were represented.

A male judge stated he wanted to pick "good girls who
Evaluations were made as the cheerleader hopefuls
performed a Fight Song routine and a dance routine.
to essays about "Why I Want to be a Cheerleader and
Ideas to Promote Spirit."

What kind of competition is that?
"There are not six cheerleaders in the group!"
exclaimed one judge as he looked over his score cards.
Another remarked, "It's tough competition" while
another answered "I don't think there's much, to tell you
the truth."
Although among the 12 candidates there was some
potential, all 12 did not have potential. In fact, possibly

Were they chosen fairly?

not even six did. There were just not enough girls in
competition.

What qualified the judges to be judges? They were not

Six cheerleaders were elected. Those six will represent

a representative sample of the university's student

UPS students as the main supporters of UPS athletic
teams.

population or of the athletic department. There were no

3860 6th Av 759-2896

In fact, one enthusiastic competitor hurt her back

technique and an essay were the criteria judgement was

Judges watched the girls do a series of jumps and listened

New Kitchen Facilities

Rowdiness, enthusiasm and spirit were major reasons
these girls were willing to perform.

Obviously for these girls, being a cheerleader was

will represent UPS instead of themselves."

Newly Remodeled

people they'll get rowdy with you."

Confidence, coordination, spirit and enthusiasm,
based on.

West End Tavern

With the same idea, another candidate pointed out, "I
like to get really rowdy in the stands If you're in front of

division will qualify for the playoffs.

draw. The winners will play May 19

them spirited. I can't sit in the stands at a game."

coaches, very few athletes and no independent living

It is too bad only about half the living groups were

groups represented. No administration or faculty

represented to choose a group of representatives from

members, other than the athletic director, were present.

among an unrepresentative sample of women.
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ups tonne concludes with win
by matt mc cully

The University of Puget Sound baseball team closed

hapless Viking mound staff.

out a disappointing 1976 campaign on a high note last

Logger hurlers Rod McHattie, Doug Holderman, and

Saturday by thumping Western Washington State College

Bob Campbell surrendered only two hits in combining for
the shutout.

in both ends of a doubleheader, 5-land 20-0.
The sweep gave the Loggers a winning season, closing

Earlier last UPS swept past PLU 15-4, but dropped a
3-0 decision to Oregon State.

the book on a 21-20 overall record. UPS finished 12-12 in
conference, good enough for fourth place in the Northern
Pacific standings.

UPS slugged 18 hits off five PLU hurlers in triumph.

Pitcher Larry Janowicz allowed only two hits in the

The turning point in the contestwas a five-run UPS fifth

Loggers opeining 5-1 win. Ralph Oliver and Don

inning that broke a 4-4 deadlock. LaCross got the big hit

Papasadero each rapped out two of the Loggers 11 hits, as

in the frame, a two-run single, which was preceded by

UPS tallied in the first inning and never was matched.

Rob Kraft's base hit.
Holderman pitched four shutout innings in relief for

In the season finale, the Loggers unleashed a year of

UPS, to pick up the Logger win.

frustration by pounding the visiting Vikings 20-0. UPS
rapped out 22 hits, including four home runs, and scored

The Western games were the last games at UPS for

in each of the first five innings, including six runs in both
the second and fifth frames.

seniors Bob Campbell, Tom Dickson, Scott Gunderson,

•

Robin Hill, Doug Holderrnan, Larry Janowicz, Rob Draft,

Oliver hit a grand slam home run in-the fifth inning,

Roger Lawson, Ron Reeves, and Jim Turrell, while some

wrapping up a 4 for 5 day for him. John LaCross, Jim

13 players will return to form the nucleus of next year's
squad.

Turrell. and Ron Gee also went downtown against the

golfers fourth at ewsc
University of Puget Sound golf

with a score of 783.

Top finishers for UPS were Jim

was

Pacific Lutheran took team

really pleased with the way the boys

honors with a 769. The University of

152. They were followed by John

shot at Spokane. They've come a

British Columbia was second,

Lewis, 159; Jim Cambell, 160; Kelly

long way this year," as he described

followed by EWSC. Whitman College

Galbraith, 162; and Rich Perrault,

the team's performance in the

tied with the Loggers for fourth.

165.

coach Larry Nelson said,

"I

Eastern Washington State College
Intercollegiate Golf Tournament.
The Loggers took fourth in the
Division II section of the tournament

Purkey and Jim Cowan with scores of

Central Washington and Western

The Loggers will end the season

Washington State Colleges and

with the Nor Pac Tournament in

Whitworth College rounded out the

Portland on May 18-19.

The new UPS cheerleaders are Ili bottom) Sherri Dumdei, Nancy Giovi,
Judy Hall, (middle) Debbie Coenen, Chris Bond, (top) Val Galante.

field.

Mike
the gang to
Pizza Haven
and save $2.
Bring this coupon
to Pizza Haven.

•

1

This coupon is good
for $2.00 off when you
order a 16" pizza with
two toppings plus a
pitcher of your favorite
cold beverage. Now that's
Ilf'S
a pretty good deal. So bring the gang,
a big appetite and this coupon into Pizza Haven soon.

Danny Winder long jumps in the men's intramural track meet.

Offer good in store only Cash value I /20¢

11111- •
ot glasses quickly. All we do
ass
pail

is copy
the lenses ot your existing gles and
Get
a second
reproduce them in great new Columbian• tomes.
See the
ellow P agteess.
Co\urnbion ptIoans
Open 5 co tv

at Ma •

Tacoma
Lakewood
Federal Way
Puyallup

IM• •IIII IN • ME MEM 11•111=•11111

izza Haven
2803 6th Ave.
6007 100th S.W.
In the Sea-Tac Mall
505 N. Meridian

383-1797
584-5881
839-1520
848-2366
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bookboys bare
bods for bucks
reprinted from the idaho argonaut
university of idaho. moscow
Scott Milam, Editor-In-Chief of Playgirl

Mann

Magazine, has announced that Playgirl is interested in
interviewing male students, ages 18-40 for possible nude
photography in the magazine.
If chosen as a centerfold, the student will be featured
in a nine page pictorial essay showing his individual
lifestyle. The centerfold subject will receive a fee of

$2,000.00, payable as a scholarship or in cash, upon
publication of the photographs.
Applicants are also eligible for Playgirl's "Discovery''
and "Horoscope" sections with fees of $1,000.00 and

$500.00 respectively. Entries may be considered for
Playgirl's "Natural Man Contest" to held later this year,
and which will offer $100,000.00 in cash and prizes.
Interested students should submit five or more color
photos (Polaroids are fine), including a full face close-up
and a full figure frontal nude to: Photo Editor, Playgirl
Angeles, California, 90067. All photos received will be
treated confidentially and will be returned if accompained
by a self-addressed, stamped envelope.
Students who will have a different summer address
should indicate where they may be reached in both
summer and fall.
Should a student be chosen for Playgirl, photographs
will be taken at the student's home or a mutually

p ho tos by je ffstro ng

Magazine, 1801 Century Park East, Suite 2300, Los

acceptable location.

FINAL EXAMINATION
SCHEDULE
SPRING TERM 1976
8:00

Tuesday, May 25

9:00

Wednesday, May 26

ripoff

continued from page 2

Paid in a lump sum at the end of the summer, the

10:00

Thursday, May 27

11:00

Friday, May 28

accomodation expenses to a mandatory one week

footage is far less than other comparable law schools.

Southwestern training session in Nashville, Tennessee.

Wednesday, May 26

high pressure sales companies that try to attract students

Tuesday, May 25

2:00

Thursday, May 27

failed to recommend UPS 'for re-accreditation Primarily

company which distributes knives and scissors, is another

because the new law school facility was last on a list of six

sales corporation that recruits at the university.

Friday, May 28

$500 a week pay lured him to a CUTCO presentation two
years ago. In the short training session after accepting the

exam held during regular class time.

4:00 and after:

Shirley's

job, he explained a high pressure sales pitch was used.

REID PRINTING
272-3535
"RESUME SERVICE"

4

In a question-answer session at the law school, the
president explained to law students, faculty and the
Board of Visitors that a new facility is one of three top
priorities. He insisted that a new recreation building, a

the communications major. He explained that new

stepped-up endowment fund and the new law school

salesmen have to buy their $120 demonstration kit, which

facility are equally important.
However, there is still much skepticism about the

"You're guaranteed $500 if you make 80 visits a

actual intent of the university administration. At the

week," said Russell. "Since that's almost impossible most

April Board of Visitors meeting, board members

people work on a commission basis."

unsuccessfully attempted to pressure Phibbs into a firmer,
more definite committment.

Quality Quick Copy

entire incident up to a learning experience. He admitted

Other budgetary confusion has broadened the gap

$4.85 per 100

he didn't know what he was getting into and added that

between the law school and UPS administration. While

the right type of person would probably enjoy the job.

$1.20 per adv. 100

According to George Mills, anyone who is willing to

3837 6th Ave.

ONE MAY SERViCE

759-6969

the ABA that a new facility was a high priority.

"We were told to sell to our friends and family and

Russell, who quit after he made five sales, chalks the

A Place
For
Plant Lovers

immediate university priorities. Accreditation was
reaffirmed after University President Philip Phibbs assured

even to approach sales clerks in department stores," said

is not refunded.

Plant Place

University in Utah has 97,000 feet and 450 students.

CUTCO, a Redmond based offshoot of the Alcoa

UPS student Kevin Russell said a summer job offer of

3:00

Lewis and Clark, in Oregon, has a 700 member student
body to fill its 99,000 square feet, while Brigham Young
Last year the ABA Accreditation Committee initially

through deception.

1:00

continued from page 1

affords 41,000 feet to 813 students. This per student

According to Mills, Southwestern is only one of many

12:00

high in

salesmen have to foot the bill for traveling and

the school of law pays a 15% overhead cost, to the
university, it receives no monies from the endowment

make the necessary kind of committment knowingly,

fund. Rent to the Business Park, and repayment of the

should have the chance.

start-up loan costs to the university consume about

"But," he said, "the key work is 'knowingly. —

one-fourth of the legal school's tuition income, making it
almost impossible for capital expenditure improvements.

BUY YOUR ART SUPPLIES IN
QUANTITIES AND $AVE
o‘N. '
osne%x‘cs ,

ALL ART SALES* OVER $10, under $25,

RECEIVE A 10% DISCOUNT
ANY PURCHASE OVER $25, UNDER $50,

101 cONC) 1011
..1103.Gt ne111;2,110 , ,e%
-t eNel A e9sr
ss."c‘06W
0014 cotA'
al 00;1 kerb .
'
s, 9.-

RECIEVES 15%
ITEM OR GROUPS OF ITEMS, OVER $50

RECEIVES 20%
erect )
Ul
;11111141,
GROS

SUMP
ILUTHIC

Serving the community
from Downtown Tacoma
since 1889

CHRISTENSEN
1124 Broadway Plaza

Open 9:30-5:30 Mon.-Fri

272 -4629

Sat. 9:30-5:00

SALES ONLY
NO BANK CARDS

* CASH

96°004 6,
oDosl
(0 00
96 es'
V.coo eo

exv"
9eicvo
Tbse"'
_.000

- SALE

Bargain
Shop

—

plants, garden material, planters, pots,
ladies wear, ladies shoes, mens shoes,
mens wear, sporting goods, toys, electronic equipment, hi-fi, radio, kitchen
utensils, hobby material, tennis shoes
AND MORE!

ALL PRICES ARE BELOW WHOLESALE

3833 6th Ave

459-5473
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lamont gets govt job

abstract painting exhibition

Monica Lamont, a recent graduate of the University of

A contemporary painting exhibition, featuring

Puget Sound School of Law, is one of 100 law graduates

selected abstract paintings of advanced painting students,

from throughout the country for employment with the

will be held this Saturday, May 15, at the Tan House

Department of Justice, through the Attorney General's

painting studios, 3211 No. 15th.

employment Program for Honor Law Graduates.

adelphian auditions

vincent wins award

Auditions for the University of Puget Sound

Mr. James Vincent, a senior chemistry major at the

Adelphian Concert Choir-1977 will be held Saturday,

University of Puget Sound, working under the direction

May 15, at 10:30 am in Room 102 of the Music Building .

of Dr. Jeffrey Bland, won the honor for Best Presentation
at the 1976 Undergraduate Research Presentation
Program held

at

For further information, stop by the music office or
,call 756-3253.

Western Washington State College,

Saturday, May 8.

summer musical auditions
Auditions for summer Musical Theater are now open
to all. Please contact Dr. Richard M. Tutor, Inside
Theatre, ext. 3330.

Friday May 14
Campus Flick: 2001: A Space Odyssey, 6:30 and 9 pm, Mc006, 25 cents w/ASB

poets know it

Women's Tennis: NCWSA Regionals

Next Monday and Tuesday at 12:00 student poetry

Women's Track: ALAVV Nationals
Crew: Western Sprints, Berkeley

readings will be presented in Jones 203. Everyone is

Rooster Day Celebration, Broken Arrow OK

invited to attend the noontime readings.

D.H. Lawrence: Sons & Lovers, introduction by Lee Quinton, 7 pm, J203
Print & Pot Sale: 12 noon to 5 pm, Kittredge if sunny, otherwise kilworth basement

empty space presents gertrude

Student Noon Recital: Recital Hall, 12:15

V
Ile
cok

"TIP

Regester Lecture: Dr. Esther Wagner, 8 pm, Kilvvorth
Saturday May 15

A special performance of Wilford Leache's Gertrude:
or, Would She be Pleased to Receive It?
by the Empty

Print & Pot Sale: 10 am to 5 pm

Space Association of Seattle will be presented at the

Campus Flick: 2001: A Space Odyssey, 630 and 9 pm, Mc006, 25 cents In/ ASB

University of Puget Sound's Inside Theatre Thursday,

Men's Track: UPS NW Championship 1 pm

May 20, at 8 pm.

Crew: Western Sprints, Berkeley

the last showcase

Parent's weekend
.Sunday May 16

The last campus Showcase will present a double bill of

Honors Colloquim: Alan Smith, "The Creation and Recreation of Spirit,"
6:30 pm, McCormick Room, Library

"Hourglass" on Tuesday May 18, 8 pm in the SUB
Lounge.

Concert: Cecilio & Kapona plus "Muledeer" 8pm, Fieldhouse

variety show tonight

Campus Flick: 2001: A Space Odyssey, 6:30 and 9 pm, Mc006, 25 cents w/ ASB

Folk, pop, opera and comical monologue will be

Parent's weekend
Liberace's B'day

featured in this evening's Variety Show sponsored by the

Olga Korbut's B'day

Business Department. Held in the Music Building Recital
Hall at 8 pm the event is free to the public.

Monday, May 17
The Cellar: "ESP Presentation" 8 pm
Women's Studies: The Woman's Film,

african liberation speaker

7:30 pm, Mc006

Anthony Monteiro, who has recently returned from a

Taj Mahal's B'day
Golf: Norpac Golf Conference

3'/,week visit to Angola, and is executive secretary of the
"National Anti-Imperialist Movement in Solidarity with

Tuesday May 18

African Liberation" (NAIMSAU will speak Tuesday, May

Women's Studies: The Woman's Film 12 noon, J203

18, 1:00 pm to Professor Kim's "Third World Politics"

Golf: Norpac Golf Conference

class.

Ho Chi Minh's B'day

this is magic

Peter Tovvnsend's B'day

A two hour evening of captivating magic performed by

Agape Fellowship: 7 pm, Room 1 SUB

Rick Anderson will be featured as "This is Magic" on

Campus Showcase: "Hourglass" and "Mike Drumovich" 8 pm SUB lounge

Saturday May 22 at 8 pm. Tickets for the Inside Theatre

Wednesday May 19
Special Events: "Jewelry Workshop" 12 noon to 4 pm, SUB lounge

presentation

The Cellar: "Dixieland Band," 8 pm

students.

will cost $2.50 for adults and $1.50 for

International Armadillo Conference and Exposition, Victoria Tx.
Thursday May 20

taste hot chocolate on kups

Karl Ohls' B'day

We have some really tasty albums coming up for you

Friday May 21
Campus Flick: Patton 6:30 and 9:30 Mc006, 25 cents vv/ASB

next week on KUPS. On Tuesday at 8, we will be
featuring the new one by Hot Chocolate. Wednesday at 8,

FSU: Potluck, 6 pm FSU House
FSU: "How it is to be a woman by a small Group of the Same" 8 pm SUB lounge

we'll have the debut album by one of the most promising
new groups of 1976, Firefall. J.D. Souther's Black Rose is
our feature album on Thursday at 8 pm

IL

urban studies spring fling
All Urban Studies majors, potential majors, spouses
and friends are invited to the Urban Studies SPRING

undo ssi.
NEED SUMMER ROOMATES:

d

FLING on Friday, May 21, at I pm. For maps and more
information call ext. 3336, or stop by the office, Jones
301.

san francisco reunion

for house six blocks

Attention all San Francisco Geocultural tour

off campus. One or two males, call pete, 752-5411.

veterans. There will be a reunion in the Geology Lab, 1st
floor of Thompson Hall, on Monday, May 17 at 7:30 pm.
Bring your slides and prints.

Teachers wish to babysit home for
JOB WANTED:
summer. Will take care of yard and pay own utilities, call
922-7879.

esp for you and me

WANTED: Person to share ne -Vv large two bedroom apt.
Fireplace, micro, dishwasher. Should be neat, clean,

demonstration will be presented by Rick Anderson on

An extra sensory perception and hypnosis

non-smoker. Call 565-4735 after 6:00 pm.
TEACHERS WANTED: West and other states. Placements

Monday May 17 at 8 pm. The audience will have the
opportunity to actively participate in this complimentary
program.

since 1946. Bonded, Southwest Teachers Agency, Box
4332, Alburquerque, NM 87106. FREE REGISTRATION.
HOME FOR RENT this summer, 2 bedroom, partially
furnished, close to campus, $230/month (utilities
included-phone is only extra). For more information call
759-7165.

university oils research wheels
The enrichment fund of the university has provided
$2,000 for the support of research by undergraduates as a
means of improving the vehicles for learning at UPS,
Typewritten proposals containing the appropriate and
necessary documents must be submitted to the Research
Committee c/o Dean's Office no later than October 15,
1976. Awards will be announced by Novermber 1, 1976.

